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To successfully solve a combinatorial problem using constraint-based techniques
(constraint programming or CP), we need to (1) represent the constraints and (2)
model the problem in a way that (3) strong constraint propagation can be efficiently
computed; also, we must (4) devise a search strategy that explores the search space
as little as possible, taken into account the efficiency trade-offs. This thesis inves-
tigates the roles of ad hoc constraints in these four issues.
An ad hoc constraint is an arbitrary constraint with no a priori structure; it can
only be represented as its set of solutions or non-solutions. Consequently, enforc-
ing generalized arc consistency (GAC) on an ad hoc constraint requires exponen-
tial time and space in the worst case. But on the positive side, they are flexible
and easy to use, since we can build any ad hoc constraint either by enumerating
its (non-)solutions, or by logically combining smaller and simpler constraints (this
thesis does both). In other words, ad hoc constraints will be invaluable to CP mod-
eling once we can construct, and enforce GAC on them efficiently. We therefore
propose decision diagrams as the core data structure for ad hoc constraints.
A multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) is a natural generalization of binary
decision diagram (BDD) for multi-valued functions. Informally speaking, an MDD
or a BDD is a rooted directed acyclic graph in which every path from its root to the
xii
terminal node corresponds to a set of variable assignments and its truth value.
MDDs have three nice properties that make them suitable in representing con-
straints, modeling and solving constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Firstly, an
MDD is up to exponentially smaller than a table (two-dimensional array) when
both represent the same constraint. Secondly, an MDD can serve as an indexing
data structure for generic GAC algorithms. Thirdly, by means of symbolic manip-
ulation of MDD, we can easily combine constraints into new ad hoc constraints.
This means more options to make and study new models, which in turn opens up
new opportunities in search strategies.
The contributions of this work are fourfold:
• We show how to compress a table constraint into a compact MDD constraint,
by automatically extracting the innate structure hidden in the ad hoc con-
straint. We then introduce a GAC algorithm for MDD constraints, which is
up to exponentially faster than cutting-edge table-based algorithms.
• We reveal the potential of MDD constraints in CP modeling. Using the Still-
Life problem as a demonstration, we present a cookbook procedure that con-
verts weak logical constraints into strong MDD constraints.
• We present constrained decision diagrams (CDDs), which are basically MDDs,
but every edge is now associated with a constraint. This makes a CDD (ex-
ponentially) smaller than the equivalent MDD. Consequently, we can use a
CDD as an implied constraint, when the MDD is too large to be created.
• We give a novel search strategy for constraint optimization problems (COPs),
which navigates both the objective space and the problem space. (The usual
branch-and-bound search explores only the latter.) To make it work, we
adapt dual encoding to COPs and develop a new search algorithm based on
Russian Doll Search.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many real-life combinatorial problems such as scheduling and planning can be
modeled as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Informally speaking, a CSP
comprises a set of constraints over a set of variables, where each variable can only
take values from its domain, which is, without loss of generality, a set of non-
negative integers. Solving a CSP requires finding a value for each variable from its
domain so that all constraints are satisfied.
Example 1.1. For the n-queens problem, we need to place n queens on an n×n
chess board so that no two queens attack each other. Recall that a queen can move
along any row, any column and any diagonal. To model the problem as a CSP, we
create n variables x1, . . . , xn. Each xi denotes the column position of the queen on
row i. The domain of xi is therefore {1, . . . , n}. This implicitly guarantees that no
two queens are on the same column, because a variable can take exactly one value
from its domain. The constraints which enforce any two queens to be on different
columns and diagonals are respectively
xi 6= xj











Figure 1.1: A graphical representation of a solution of the 4-queens problem:
{(x1, 2), (x2, 4), (x3, 1), (x4, 3)}. For example, the queen (Q) on the first row (x1)
is on the second column.
for each 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Figure 1.1 shows a solution of the 4-queens problem.
A common technique for solving CSPs is depth-first backtracking search [BP81,
GB65, Nad89], which incrementally constructs a search tree to explore the (com-
plete) search space; backtracking occurs when the current branch leads to no solu-
tion. Since CSPs are NP-complete in general, in the worst case the search will take
exponential time. To reduce the search space, some level of (local) consistency
is maintained during search [HE80] — when a variable is assigned, a consistency
algorithm will try to reduce the domains of other unassigned variables, by means
of constraint propagation. Intuitively, a propagation is strong (weak) if the con-
sistency algorithm can remove many (few) non-solutions from the search space.
In practice, generalized arc consistency (GAC) [Mac77, BR97, BRYZ05] is the
strongest consistency that can be efficiently enforced (during search).
From the definition of CSP and its solving process, we can deduce that, to suc-
cessfully solve a combinatorial problem using constraint-based techniques (con-
straint programming or CP), we need to (1) represent the constraints and (2) model
the problem in a way that (3) strong constraint propagation can be efficiently com-
puted; also, we must (4) devise a search strategy that explores the search space as
little as possible, taken into account the efficiency trade-offs. This thesis investi-
Introduction 3
gates the roles of ad hoc constraints in these four issues.
An ad hoc constraint is an arbitrary constraint with no a priori structure1;
hence, by definition, it can only be represented as its set of solutions or non-
solutions. Consequently, enforcing GAC on an ad hoc constraint requires expo-
nential time and space in the worst case. But on the good side, they are flexible
and easy to use, since we can build any ad hoc constraint either by enumerating
its (non-)solutions, or by logically combining smaller and simpler constraints. In
other words, ad hoc constraints will be invaluable to CP modeling once we can
construct, and enforce GAC on them efficiently. We therefore propose decision
diagrams as the core data structure for ad hoc constraints.
Different kinds of decision diagrams (e.g., [Bry86, SKMB90, CABN97, ST98,
MLAH99, GvdP00, GT03]) have been invented for different applications, mostly
in formal verification and model checking [CGP99]. In particular, binary decision
diagram (BDD) [Bry86] is still the state-of-the-art representation of Boolean func-
tions and has been extensively studied over decades. A BDD is a rooted directed
acyclic graph in which every path from its root to the terminal node corresponds
to a set of variable assignments and its truth value. Figure 1.2 shows how an odd
parity function (constraint) is represented as a BDD. For non-Boolean constraints,
we can use multi-valued decision diagrams (MDDs) [SKMB90], which is a natural
generalization of BDDs for multi-valued functions. Figure 1.3 depicts an MDD.
MDDs (and BDDs) have three nice properties that make them suitable in rep-
resenting constraints, modeling and solving CSPs:
• An MDD is often smaller than a table (two-dimensional array or bit vector)
when both represent the same constraint; in fact, it can be exponentially
smaller. For example, the always-true constraint on n Boolean variables
has 2n solutions but the corresponding MDD has one node, the t-terminal.
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(c) A BDD without the f-terminal
Figure 1.2: Graphical representations of the same odd parity constraint. Each non-
terminal node v is labeled with a variable xi. An outgoing edge of v depicts an
assignment (xi, 1) if it is solid, (xi, 0) if it is dashed. A path from the root to the t-
terminal (tt) encodes a solution whereas one to the f-terminal (ff) corresponds to
a non-solution (no-good). For example, {(x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x3, 1)} is a solution but
{(x1, 0), (x2, 0), (x3, 0)} is not. (b) A (reduced) binary decision diagram (BDD)
can be obtained from a binary decision tree by merging identical sub-trees in a
bottom-up fashion. (c) When we use a BDD to represent a constraint, we can
optionally omit the f-terminal, because we are only interested in the solutions.
Therefore, some high arity ad hoc constraints with exponential number of
solutions, which are too large for tables, can now be implemented using
MDDs.
• An MDD exploits the hidden structure of an ad hoc constraint. Thanks to
the prefix and suffix sharing in an MDD (Figure 1.2c), we can tell in linear
time whether a tuple is a solution by tracing down from the MDD root to















Figure 1.3: A multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) is a straightforward general-
ization of BDDs. Each non-terminal node v is labeled with a variable xi. An out-
going edge of v with label a depicts an assignment (xi, a). Each path from the root
to the t-terminal (tt) corresponds to a solution (e.g., {(x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x3, 1)}).
indexing data structure for a generic GAC algorithm.
• Symbolic manipulation of MDDs (Figure 1.4) is well studied over decades,
and many optimized BDD/MDD libraries are available in open source. Hence,
using MDDs, we can easily combine (weak) constraints into new ad hoc
constraints in the modeling phase, aiming at stronger constraint propagation
during search; we may even solve a sub-problem completely by conjoining
all constraints into a single MDD. This flexibility offers us more options to
make and study new models, which in turn opens up new opportunities in
search strategies.
The contributions of this work are fourfold:
• New GAC algorithm for ad hoc constraints [CY06b, CY08a]. In Chap-
ter 3, we show how to build an MDD for an ad hoc constraint by scan-
ning its solutions once. Next we present our GAC algorithm (called mddc)
for MDD constraints, which can run exponentially faster, with exponen-












Figure 1.4: Symbolic manipulation of BDDs (and MDDs). Here the two BDDs
that represent the Boolean variables x1 and x2 are merged into one BDD for
x1∨x2, via recursive graph traversal, decomposition and combination. Since stan-
dard BDD/MDD operations (conjunction, disjunction, negation, projection, etc)
are provided in open source libraries, we can use them directly, without concern-
ing the low-level implementation details.
[GJMN07, LS06, LR05]. Some ideas and data structures implemented in
mddc are also applicable to other consistency algorithms.
• Modeling with ad hoc constraints [CY05a, CY06a]. Chapter 4 reveals the
potential of MDD constraints in CP modeling. We use the Still-Life problem
[GCB82], a difficult constraint optimization problem,2 for demonstration.
The main idea is to construct new CP models by aggregating weak logical
arithmetic constraints into strong ad hoc MDD constraints, so that strong
and efficient pruning can be achieved by maintaining GAC on the MDD
constraints during search. Via standard symbolic manipulation, these MDD
constraints with millions of solutions can be built in seconds (without first
being expanded into tables).
• New representation of logical constraints [CY05b]. Some global or logi-
cal constraints cannot be represented as an MDD of polynomial size. Hence,
in Chapter 5, we introduce constrained decision diagrams (CDDs), our com-
pact representation of logical constraints. A CDD is basically an MDD, but
every edge is now associated with an arbitrary constraint (Figure 1.5) — a





x1 ≤ 5 x2 6= x3 x1 = 7
x2 < x1 x2 ≤ 5 x2 ≥ 5 x3 > 2
x1 = x3 x1 6= x3
Figure 1.5: A constrained decision diagram (CDD) extends an MDD with con-
straints. This CDD represents the logical constraint (x1 ≤ 5 ∧ x2 < x1 ∧ x1 =
x3) ∨ (x2 6= x3 ∧ x2 ≤ 5 ∧ x1 = x3) ∨ (x2 6= x3 ∧ x2 ≥ 5 ∧ x1 6= x3) ∨ (x1 =
7 ∧ x3 > 2 ∧ x1 6= x3).
perfect marriage of the expressiveness of constraint and the compactness of
MDD. As a result, a CDD can be much smaller than the equivalent MDD.
To illustrate the usefulness and the scalability of CDDs, we present an algo-
rithm, cddMaker, that constructs a CDD that (approximately) represents a
conjunction of constraints. The CDD is then used as an implied constraint,
which triggers additional propagation during search.
• New search strategy [CY07, CY08b]. Having a fast GAC algorithm and
a good model is not enough to solve a hard combinatorial problem: one
must also know where and how to search. To this end, Chapter 6 presents
a novel search strategy for constraint optimization problems (COPs), which
navigates the objective space; namely, the objective variables (which appear
in the objective function) are assigned before the problem variables (which
do not). To make it work, we adapt dual encoding [DP89] to COPs and
develop a new search algorithm based on Russian Doll Search [VLS96].
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents our terminology for constraint satisfaction problems and
propagation based constraint solving. Notation and concepts on specific topics
will be introduced in the related chapters.
Definition 2.1 (Variable, domain). A variable x can only take values from its
(finite) domain dom(x), which is, without loss of generality, a set of non-negative
integers. A Boolean variable has a Boolean domain {0, 1}.
Definition 2.2 (Assignment). An assignment (x, a) maps a variable x to a value
a, namely, the domain of x becomes dom(x) ∩ {a}. Let θ be a set of assignments
to distinct variables. The projection of θ on a set S of variables is θ[S] = {(x, a) ∈
θ : x ∈ S}; in particular, θ[x] = a if (x, a) ∈ θ (undefined otherwise).
Definition 2.3 (Tuple, relation). An r-ary tuple t = 〈a1, . . . , ar〉 is a sequence
(array) of r values. Let t[i] = ai for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r. An r-ary relation R is a (finite)
set of distinct r-ary tuples.
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We may use t = 〈a1, . . . , ar〉 as a shorthand for a set of assignments θ =
{(x1, a1), . . . , (xr, ar)} if the variables are clear from the context.
Definition 2.4 (Constraint). An r-ary constraint C = (X,R) is a pair that
comprises a set of r distinct variables X = {x1, . . . , xr} and an r-ary relation
R ⊆
∏r
i=1 dom(xi), the Cartesian product of the domains of the variables in X.
An alternative notation is C(x1, . . . , xr)
rel
= R. The arity of C is r. The scope of
C is var(C) = X. Let t be an r-ary tuple and θ = {(x1, t[1]), . . . , (xr, t[r])} be a
set of assignments. Then, θ is a solution of C (denoted as θ ∈ C) iff t ∈ R. The
number of solutions is |C| = |R|. A non-solution is also called a no-good. In other
words, a solution satisfies C and is a support for C , whereas a no-good violates C .
A constraint can also be defined as a logical combination of other constraints:
Definition 2.5 (Conjunction). The conjunction of constraints C1 and C2 is a
constraint C1 ∧ C2 such that var(C1 ∧ C2) = var (C1) ∪ var(C2) and for each
θ ∈ C1 ∧ C2, we have θ[var(C1)] ∈ C1 and θ[var(C2)] ∈ C2.
Definition 2.6 (Disjunction). The disjunction of constraints C1 and C2 is a
constraint C1 ∨ C2 such that var(C1 ∨ C2) = var (C1) ∪ var(C2) and for each
θ ∈ C1 ∨ C2, we have θ[var(C1)] ∈ C1 or θ[var(C2)] ∈ C2.
Definition 2.7 (Negation). The negation of a constraint C is a constraint ¬C
such that var (¬C) = var(C) and θ ∈ ¬C ⇐⇒ θ 6∈ C .
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We may use the following terms to describe how a constraint is represented:
• A constraint is a logical constraint if it has at least one conjunction, disjunc-
tion or negation. Otherwise, it is a simple constraint. For example, x 6= y is
a simple constraint whereas x < y ∨ x > y is a logical constraint. Note that
over finite domains, x 6= y can be translated into x < y ∨ x > y and vice
versa.
• A constraint is a Boolean constraint if its relation is a subset of the Cartesian
product {0, 1}× · · · ×{0, 1}. Otherwise, it is a non-Boolean constraint. For
example, z = x⊕ y (exclusive or) is a Boolean constraint but x+ y > 10 is
not.
• A unary constraint has arity 1. A binary constraint has arity 2. A non-binary
constraint has arity larger than 2. An r-ary constraint has arity r ≥ 1.
• An ad hoc constraint is a constraint explicitly represented as a collection
of tuples. Otherwise, it is an implicit constraint. For example, x = y is
an implicit constraint while C(x, y) rel= {〈1, 1〉 , 〈2, 2〉 , 〈3, 3〉} is an ad hoc
constraint for the same equality relation.
These descriptions can be combined, e.g., (x > 3) ∧ (x + 2y = 10z) is a logical,
non-Boolean, non-binary, implicit constraint.
Readers are reminded that the descriptions are of different representations of a
constraint, but not the semantics nor the data structure actually used to implement
the constraint. For example, we can maintain the solutions of an ad hoc constraint
in a two dimensional array, a linked list of tuples, a bit vector, a prefix tree, or any
other data structure. Also note that a constraint can have multiple representations.
For example, equality between x and y can be represented as an implicit arithmetic
constraint x = y, or as an ad hoc constraint in the form {〈1, 1〉 , 〈2, 2〉 , 〈3, 3〉}, or
as a logical constraint (x = 1 ∧ y = 1) ∨ (x = 1 ∧ y = 2) ∨ (x = 3 ∧ y = 3).
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Definition 2.8 (Equivalence). Two constraints C1 andC2 are equivalent (written
as C1 ≡ C2) iff θ ∈ C1 ⇐⇒ θ ∈ C2 for all θ, that is, they share the same relation.
Definition 2.9 (Entailment). Let C1 and C2 be two constraints. C1 entails C2,
written as C1 |= C2, iff C1 ∧ C2 ≡ C1.
Definition 2.10 (Constraint satisfaction problem). A constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP) is a pair P = (X,C) where X is a set of variables, C is a set of
constraints. Each variable x ∈ X is associated with a domain dom(x). The scope





A CSP is satisfiable if the set of solutions is not empty; otherwise it is unsatis-
fiable. A solution θ ∈ sol (P) is a set of assignments to all variables in X such
that all constraints in C are satisfied. To solve a CSP is to determine whether it is
satisfiable, and usually, if it is satisfiable, return one or more solutions of it.
2.1 Constraint consistency and propagation
CSPs are NP-complete in general. To reduce the search space, different consistency
techniques have been invented over years. The central idea is to prune the search
space using (simple) logical inferences. One of the best studied and widely used
consistency is generalized arc consistency (GAC).
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Definition 2.11 (Generalized arc consistency [BRYZ05, Mac77, MM88, BR97]).
Consider a CSP P = (X,C). An assignment (xi, a) is generalized arc consistent
(GAC) iff for every constraint C ∈ C such that xi ∈ var (C), there exists a solution






∧ C ∧ xi = a
]
. (2.2)
This solution θ is called a support for (xi, a) in C . A variable xi ∈ X is GAC iff
(xi, a) is GAC for each a ∈ dom(xi). A constraint C ∈ C is GAC iff all variables
in its scope are GAC. A CSP is GAC iff every constraint in C is GAC. When the
constraint is binary, generalized arc consistency is the well studied special case
called arc consistency (AC) [Mac77].
Enforcing GAC on one arbitrary r-ary constraint C(x1, . . . , xr) takes O(rdr)
time [BR97], where d is the size of the largest domain among the variables x1, . . . , xr.
A common trade-off between the strength of pruning and the effort of computation
is to enforce consistency only on the bounds of the domains of the variables. Let
the functions min(x) and max (x) return respectively the smallest and the largest
values in the domain of x. A variable x is bounds consistent (BC) [MS99] iff both
(x,min(x)) and (x,max (x)) are GAC. A constraint is BC iff every variable in its
scope is BC. A CSP is BC iff all constraints are BC.
Example 2.1. Consider a constraint C ≡ x1 +x2 = x3 and let the domain of x1
and x2 be {1, 5} and the domain of x3 be {1, . . . , 10}. The set of supports for C is
{〈1, 1, 2〉 , 〈1, 5, 6〉 , 〈5, 1, 6〉 , 〈5, 5, 10〉}. The constraint is not bounds consistent
because there is no solution of C such that x3 = 1. To make it bounds consistent,
we remove the value 1 from the domain of x3. The new domain of x3 is {2, . . . , 10}.
However, C is not GAC because, say, (x3, 7) does not appear in any solution of C .
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gac(Q) /* by default, Q = C (all constraints in the CSP) */
/* for presentation sake, assume C is a global variable */
begin
while Q 6= ∅ do
pop and delete a constraint C from Q
if revise(C) = YES then1
if ∃xi ∈ var(C) such that dom(xi) = ∅ then return FAILED2




/* check every (xi, a) according to the definition of GAC */
begin
changed := NO
foreach xi ∈ var (C) do
foreach a ∈ dom(xi) do
if seekSupport(C, xi, a) = NIL then
dom(xi) := dom(xi) \ {a}4




/* find a solution θ ∈ C according to Equation 2.2 */
begin
if ∃θ ∈ C : θ[xi] = a ∧ (∀xj ∈ var(C) : θ[xj] ∈ dom(xj)) then
return θ /* found a support */
return NIL
end
Figure 2.1: Pseudo-code of gac.
We achieve GAC by reducing the domain of x3 to {2, 6, 10}.
Figure 2.1 shows a generic algorithm (gac) that enforces GAC on a CSP. The
algorithm strictly follows the definition of GAC by seeking a support satisfying
Equation 2.2 (via seekSupport), for every constraint C , for every variable xi ∈
var(C) and for every value a ∈ dom(xi). If (xi, a) has no support, a will be
removed from dom(xi) (line 4). When any domain is empty, the CSP becomes
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unsatisfiable (line 2). Notice that, after a value has been removed from a domain,
some constraints which were GAC may no longer be so (if some supports depend
on the removed assignment). Hence, gac uses a (priority) queue Q to maintain
a working set of constraints. Initially, Q (input to gac) contains constraints to
be made GAC. Later, if enforcing GAC on a constraint C prunes some domains
(line 1), all constraints that share variables with C will be added to Q (line 3), in
order to enforce GAC on them again. The execution of gac terminates when Q is
empty. The domains have now been reduced to establish GAC.
2.2 Solving a CSP
We can solve a CSP with a depth-first backtracking search1 (dfs) [BP81, GB65,
Nad89], which is presented in Figure 2.2. Initially, all variables are unassigned.
During the search, we choose an unassigned variable and assign it with a value
from its domain. If this new assignment violates any constraint (line 6), we assign
the variable with another value. When there is no more assignment to try, the search
backtracks to the previously chosen variable and assign another value to it. If there
is no more variable to backtrack, the CSP has no solution. This process continues
until a solution has been found, or no solution has been proved. Backtracking
search is therefore sound and complete.
In order to reduce the search space, consistency techniques are incorporated
with backtracking search. After a variable has been selected and assigned with a
value from the variable’s domain, a consistency algorithm (prune at line 5) is exe-
cuted to reduce the domains of other variables by means of constraint propagation
(such as GAC or BC). Backtracking occurs when the domains of some variables
become empty (line 6), because the current assignments definitely lead to no solu-
1There are other solving techniques, such as stochastic local search, but in this work, we are only




if all variables in X are assigned then
return DONE /* a solution is found */
choose an unassigned variable x ∈ X
foreach a ∈ dom(x) do
/* propagation: create a new sub-problem P ′ = (X ′,C′) */
/* the assignment (x, a) is treated like a unary constraint */
(X ′,C′) := prune(X,C ∪ {x = a}) /* e.g., with gac */5
if the sub-problem P ′ is satisfiable then6
/* since solving a CSP is NP-complete, the check is usually
incomplete, i.e., “as far as we can tell, it is satisfiable” */
if dfs(X ′,C′) is DONE then return DONE
return FAILED /* backtrack */
end
Figure 2.2: Pseudo-code of dfs.
tion. This mechanism is known as maintaining consistency during search2 [HE80].
Here, we do not go into details on the heuristics of the selection of variables and
values, which is out of scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, in practice, these heuris-
tics are important in determining the size of the backtracking search tree.
2For example, if GAC is used, this is called maintaining GAC during search.
Chapter 3
Maintaining GAC on r-ary Ad Hoc
Constraints
The first step to use ad hoc constraints in CP modeling is to represent and imple-
ment them efficiently, which is the topic of this chapter.
An ad hoc constraint is often represented as a set of solutions stored in a ta-
ble (e.g., two-dimensional array). To enforce GAC, a naive implementation of
seekSupport (Figure 2.1) will find a support for an assignment (x, a) by scanning
the solutions one by one. Since a constraint may have exponentially many solu-
tions, the worst case time complexity to maintain GAC is also exponential (to the
arity of the constraint).
Example 3.1. Consider an ad hoc constraint C(x1, x2, x3) that has seven solu-
tions:
{(x1, 0), (x2,0), (x3,0)}, {(x1, 1), (x2, 0), (x3, 0)},
{(x1, 0), (x2,1), (x3,0)}, {(x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x3, 0)},
{(x1, 0), (x2,1), (x3,1)}, {(x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x3, 1)},
{(x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x3, 2)}.
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This explicit table representation of the constraint does not exploit the innate struc-
ture of the solutions — the sub-solutions in bold and the underlined are identical,
and only the last solution contains (x3, 2) — to achieve a more compact repre-
sentation (e.g., by sharing the identical sub-solutions) or a better ordering of the
solutions (e.g., by putting the last solution on top of the table). Due to the lack of
a succinct representation and indexing, seeking supports with a linear scan of the
solutions is (exponentially) expensive. In this example, looking up a support for
(x3, 2) needs to check every solution of C . Recall that this support-seeking opera-
tion is often executed millions of times during search.
In this chapter, we propose multi-valued decision diagrams (MDDs) as a com-
pact representation of ad hoc constraints, and explain how to enforce GAC on an
MDD-based ad hoc constraint. The design goals of our GAC algorithm, called
mddc, are that
• it must be memory efficient, using a data structure that reflects the inherent
pattern of the solutions; and
• it must be simple, fast and incremental.
Memory and runtime efficiencies are equally important when ad hoc constraints
are to be used as a practical tool in CP modeling.
In order to appreciate the ideas behind mddc, we begin with a review of exist-
ing GAC algorithms on ad hoc constraints.
First of all, generic GAC algorithms like GAC-schema [BR97] and GAC-2001
[BRYZ05, CLH03] improve the average runtime by sharing supports, using the
fact that a solution θ = {(x1, a1), . . . , (xr, ar)} is a support for all assignments
(x1, a1) to (xr, ar). Thus, if we know θ is a support for (xi, ai), at most r−1 calls
of seekSupport will be saved by sharing θ for every (xj , aj) ∈ θ where j 6= i.
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Caching can also be implemented in GAC algorithms: seekSupport is not
executed if we can reuse a previously used support, or a residue [LH07, LLS+08].
The rationale behind is that, since a residue was a support, it is likely to be a support
again when the search backtracks.
While support sharing and caching reduce the number of calls of seekSupport,
we may as well speed up seekSupport directly. For example, we can replace the
linear search with a binary search [LS06]. If GAC is maintained during search,
we can trail for each (x, a) the position of its last support in the table, so that
seekSupport is resumed at the position where it stopped last time [BR97, BRYZ05].
Indexing the solutions may speed up seekSupport further because it only
has to visit a (small) subset of solutions. This is done by linking related solu-
tions with pointers, when an ad hoc constraint is initialized. Figures 3.1a, 3.1b
and 3.1c demonstrate three ways to index a constraint with solutions θ1, . . . , θ9.
In Figure 3.1a, solutions with the same assignment (xi, a) are chained [BR97]
— each (xi, a) has its own table that contains all its supports. In this example,
seekSupport checks at most 4 out of 9 solutions to find a support for (x4, 0).
In another indexing scheme proposed by Lhomme and Re´gin [LR05], for ev-
ery (xi, a) in a solution θk, there are d pointers, where d is the size of dom(xi).
Each pointer points to the next solution θk′ (k′ > k) where (xi, a′) ∈ θk′ and
a′ ∈ dom(xi). Figure 3.1b shows the three pointers from θ1 to θ2, θ5 and θ9, cor-
responding to the assignments (x2, 0), (x2, 1) and (x2, 2) respectively. Now let θ1
be the support for (x1, 0) when 2 is assigned to x2. When seekSupport is finding
a new support for (x1, 0), it jumps to θ9 directly via the pointers, and concludes
(x1, 0) has no support. Without indexing, the entire table will be scanned.
The last indexing method was suggested by Gent et al. [GJMN07]. Here,
every (xi, a) in a solution θk has a pointer to the next solution θk′ (k′ > k) where
(xi, a
′) ∈ θk′ and a′ 6= a. See Figure 3.1c for an example. To find a new support
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x1 x2 x3 x4
θ1 0 0 0 0
θ2 0 0 0 1
θ3 0 0 1 0
θ4 0 0 1 1
θ5 0 1 0 0
θ6 0 1 0 1
θ7 0 1 1 0
θ8 0 1 1 1
θ9 2 2 2 2
(a)
x1 x2 x3 x4
θ1 0 0 0 0
θ2 0 0 0 1
θ3 0 0 1 0
θ4 0 0 1 1
θ5 0 1 0 0
θ6 0 1 0 1
θ7 0 1 1 0
θ8 0 1 1 1
θ9 2 2 2 2
(b)
x1 x2 x3 x4
θ1 0 0 0 0
θ2 0 0 0 1
θ3 0 0 1 0
θ4 0 0 1 1
θ5 0 1 0 0
θ6 0 1 0 1
θ7 0 1 1 0
θ8 0 1 1 1
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Figure 3.1: Different indexing schemes and representations of the same ad hoc
constraint. (a) (b) (c) Not all pointers are drawn. (d) (e) Every non-terminal node
v is labeled with a variable xi. An outgoing edge of v that has a label a depicts an
assignment (xi, a). Each path from the root to the t-terminal (tt) corresponds to a
solution.
for (x1, 0) after x2 is assigned with 2, seekSupport first jumps from θ1 to θ5.
Since (x2, 2) 6∈ θ5, it jumps again and finally stops at θ9.
Although indexing improves the average runtime of seekSupport, the addi-
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tional pointers on top of the original table of solutions increase the already high
memory requirement for ad hoc constraints. Since memory is often scarcer than
time in real-life problems, we need a data structure which is more compact than
a table,1 yet contains more information than a table for fast seekSupport. One
possibility is to store all solutions in a prefix tree, or a trie [dlB59]. Figure 3.1d
shows a trie that represents the same constraint as in Figure 3.1a. Each path from
the root to a leaf (tt) of the trie corresponds to one solution of the constraint. The
trie is smaller than the table due to the prefix sharing of similar solutions. To find
a support for (xi, a), seekSupport does a depth-first traversal of the trie. As an
example, we are again seeking a support for (x1, 0) when x2 = 2. Starting from
the root of the trie, we go down to T1 because of (x1, 0). We cannot proceed to T2,
which requires x2 = 0. Similarly, we cannot proceed to T3. Our search stops now
as there is no more branch to try. We can see prefix sharing as a kind of indexing.
This idea was presented by Gent et al. [GJMN07] in their GAC algorithm (we call
it mtrie in this chapter) for ad hoc constraints, in which the solutions are repre-
sented with multiple tries (Figure 3.2): given an r-ary constraint, mtrie generates
r tries, each rooted at a different variable (but all contain the same solutions). To
seek a support for (xi, a), mtrie looks up the trie rooted at xi. Multiple tries avoid
the case when there is only one trie, mtrie may need to traverse the entire trie to
find a support for (xi, a), if xi is at the bottom of the trie. Their empirical results
showed that mtrie clearly outperforms other table-based GAC algorithms, with or
without indexing.
A trie may contain identical sub-tries (see T2 and T3 in Figure 3.1d). By merg-
ing the identical sub-tries, we obtain a directed acyclic graph, called a multi-valued
decision diagram (MDD) [SKMB90]. Figure 3.1e depicts the MDD obtained from
the trie in Figure 3.1d. Notice that an MDD can be exponentially smaller than a


























Figure 3.2: GivenC(x1, x2, x3)
rel
= {〈1, 1, 2〉 , 〈1, 2, 1〉 , 〈2, 1, 1〉}, mtrie will create
three tries rooted at x1, x2 and x3, all contain the same solutions. The tries happen
to have the same shape for this particular constraint.
trie (e.g., compare T1 and G1).
Given an ad hoc constraint whose solutions are represented in an MDD, our
GAC algorithm, mddc, establishes GAC on the constraint by traversing the MDD
recursively. The worst case time complexity is linear to the number of edges in the
MDD. As an MDD is always smaller than a trie, mddc is very likely to be faster
than mtrie. Indeed in our experiments this is always the case.
Observe that the choice of data structure influences the design of the algorithm
— the above mentioned GAC algorithms use different data structures to implement
the same ad hoc constraint. As we will see, the simplicity and efficiency of mddc
stems from the compactness of MDDs.
The use of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to represent an ad hoc constraint was
first introduced in 2002, as the constraint case [Car06] in SICStus Prolog [C+05].
Unfortunately, its obscure input format (Figure 3.3) and the lack of published de-
tails made it seldom mentioned in papers on GAC algorithms.
The designs behind mddc and case are very similar. In fact, we can immedi-
ately use case to enforce GAC on an MDD constraint. Nevertheless, mddc has
two novel features: caching and a fast implementation of trailing using a sparse









Figure 3.3: The input of case for the MDD constraint in Figure 3.1e. SICStus
Prolog gives no tool to build the MDD or to generate the code.
set data structure [BT93]. The latter is crucial because it makes mddc achieve a
greater level of incrementality. Their differences will become clear after we present
the technical details.
Both mddc and case can be considered as special cases of generalized prop-
agation (GP) [LW93], which infers GAC from a constraint logic program (CLP)
[JL87]. Since GP invokes a full-power CLP engine, it is much more expensive
than mddc or case, which simply traverses a static data structure (MDD or DAG).
Another difference is that mddc or case records visited states during traversal but
GP does not. In other words, the former works on a DAG while the latter on a tree.
Besides DAGs and MDDs, finite state automata have also been proposed to
represent constraints. In [BCP05], Beldiceanu et al. introduced a simple language
to specific a constraint checker as an automaton, which is then translated into one
or more case constraints. Another global constraint, called regular [Pes04], is de-
fined as a deterministic finite state automaton (DFA). To enforce GAC on regular,
Pesant described in [Pes04] the following algorithm: During initialization, the DFA
is unfolded into a layered, acyclic directed multi-graph, which is essentially an
MDD. Subsequently, the graph is incrementally modified, according to the current

























Figure 3.4: (a) A DFA that represents the solutions of x1 +x2+x3 = 4, where the
domain of x1, x2 and x3 is {1, 2}. (b) The unfolded DFA in style of an MDD. (c)
The unfolded DFA after the assignment x1 = 2.
Example 3.2. Figure 3.4a depicts a DFA that represents the constraint x1+x2+
x3 = 4 with three solutions:
{(x1, 1), (x2, 1), (x3, 2)},
{(x1, 1), (x2, 2), (x3, 1)},
{(x1, 2), (x2, 1), (x3, 1)}.
Figure 3.4b draws the unfolded DFA in style of an MDD. Now, suppose we as-
sign 2 to x1. To establish GAC, regular deletes the edge uv from the graph, since
x1 = 1 can never be true. This makes the MDD rooted at v dangling. Since in an
MDD, every path from its root to the t-terminal corresponds to a solution, and a
dangling sub-MDD is not reachable from the root. We can remove the node v and
its outgoing edges. Then, the MDD rooted at w becomes dangling and the deletion
continues. Figure 3.4c shows the updated graph. From the remaining edges, the
algorithm returns x2 = 1 and x3 = 1.
Since an MDD is actually a DFA with one final state (tt), we can in princi-
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ple enforce GAC on an MDD constraint with regular. Yet in practice, its graph-
updating mechanism is prohibitively expensive for large MDDs — regular keeps
track of the incoming and outgoing degrees of each node in the unfolded DFA, and
dynamically maintains lists of pointers so as to determine which nodes to visit (and
delete) when some domain is modified; upon backtracking, all degrees and point-
ers have to be restored [Pes04]. On the contrary, mddc only records the pruned
MDD nodes, and all changes can be undone in constant time.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: After we describe how to build
an MDD that represents an ad hoc constraint, we will give the details of mddc in
Section 3.2. Experimental results are in Section 3.3. This chapter ends with a few
directions of future work.
3.1 MDD Constraint and Its Construction
We begin with the definitions of a multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) and an
MDD constraint.
Definition 3.1 (Multi-valued decision diagram [SKMB90]). A multi-valued
decision diagram (MDD) is either the t-terminal (tt), the f-terminal (ff), or a
directed acyclic graph of the form
G = mdd(x, {a1/G1, . . . , ad/Gd})
where G1, . . . , Gd are MDDs and a1, . . . , ad are distinct integers. Each pair ak/Gk
(1 ≤ k ≤ d) is a branch of G, and Gk is a sub-MDD2 of G. Sub-MDDs can be
identical, or shared. A graphical representation is given in Figure 3.5.
2The terms “sub-MDD” and “sub-trie” have the usual sense of subgraph and subtree in graph








· · · Gd
ad
Figure 3.5: A graphical representation of a multi-valued decision diagram G =
mdd(x, {a1/G1, . . . , ad/Gd}). The circle, labeled with the variable x, represents
the root of G. A branch ak/Gk is depicted as a directed edge, labeled with ak,
from the root of G to Gk .
A binary decision diagram (BDD) [Bry86] is an MDD in which every non-
terminal node has at most two branches, 0/G0 and 1/G1, where G0, G1 are BDDs.
Definition 3.2 (MDD constraint). A MDD constraint (represented by an MDD




True : G = tt
False : G = ff
∨d
k=1(x = ak ∧ Φ(Gk)) : G = mdd(x, {a1/G1, . . . , ad/Gd})
A BDD constraint is a Boolean MDD constraint.
Since many ad hoc constraints are represented as a set of solutions, such as
in the CSP specification for the International CSP Solver Competition,3 we show
how to build an MDD from a set of solutions. Given an r-ary constraint C , we
first build a trie (a tree-like MDD) that represents the |C| solutions in O(r · |C|)
time. To add a solution, we traverse the trie from its root and make new edges
accordingly. The trie will haveO(r·|C|) edges. In the second step, isomorphic sub-
tries are merged in a depth-first, bottom-up manner. The algorithm mddReduce4
3Third International CSP Solver Competition: http://cpai.ucc.ie/08/
4It is different from Bryant’s original reduction algorithm on BDD, which applies a breath-first,
bottom-up transformation.
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(Figure 3.6) works recursively as follows: Assume the (sub-)trie T is not the t-
terminal. Let Gk = mddReduce(Tk), where Tk is the child of T when x = ak.
We create an (temporary) MDD G = mdd(x,B), where B is the set of the d
branches {a1/G1, . . . , ad/Gd}. If G already exists (line 8), the old copy is used;
otherwise, it is added to G (line 9).
mddReduce(T ) /* T is a tree-like MDD */
/* the set G of created MDDs is initially empty */
begin
if T is the t-terminal then
return tt
/* let T = mdd(x, {a1/T1, . . . , ad/Td}) */
B := ∅
for k := 1 to d do7
Gk := mddReduce(Tk)
B := B ∪ {ak/Gk}
G := mdd(x,B)
if ∃G′ ∈ G such that G′ is identical to G then8
return G′ /* sharing: reuse existing MDD */
else
G := G ∪ {G}9
return G
end
Figure 3.6: Pseudo-code of mddReduce.
To analyze the time complexity, let us consider the time spent on the root of a
trie T = mdd(x, {a1/T1, . . . , ad/Td}). The loop itself at line 7 takes O(d) time.
If we implement the set G with a hash table, it takes O(d) time to compute the
hash key, O(1) to do the lookup, and O(d) to compare G′ and G (line 8). In
total, mddReduce spends O(d) time on the root of each (sub-)trie, where d is the
number of branches. Since each non-terminal node in the trie is visited exactly
once, the overall time complexity of mddReduce is the number of edges in the
trie, namely O(r · |C|). This is optimal because it uses the same amount of time to
read the set of |C| solutions of an r-ary constraint from a file. We will empirically
test the efficiency of mddReduce in Section 3.3.2. As a remark, mddReduce
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does not try to find the smallest MDD,5 which is NP-complete [BW96] even for
BDDs (all variables are Boolean).
3.2 Maintaining GAC on an MDD Constraint
In this section, we introduce mddc, an algorithm that enforces GAC on an ad hoc
constraint Φ(G)(x1, . . . , xr) represented as an MDD G. The pseudo-code is in
Figure 3.7. For each variable xi, mddc keeps a set Si of values in the domain of
xi which have no support (yet). Si is initialized to the current domain of xi. The
function mddcSeekSupports traverses G recursively and updates S1, . . . , Sr on
the fly. Afterwards, for every variable, we remove from its domain all values that
have no support (line 13). Figure 3.8 shows how to use mddc to maintain GAC on
MDD constraints during search. The only change to the generic gac (Figure 2.1) is
to determine whether mddc or revise (for arbitrary constraints) is to be executed
(line 20).
Seeking supports is an expensive operation. To reduce the amount of redundant
computation, we introduce a cache in mddc. Let D be the set of the domains of the
variables. After mddcSeekSupports has computed S = {S1, . . . , Sr}, the pair
(D,S) is added to the cache (line 12). Future calls of mddcSeekSupports will
be avoided if cached results are reused (line 10). Cached results can also be shared
among equivalent constraints (e.g., x1 = x2 and x8 = x9). This is particularly
useful when there are many equivalent constraints.
It is easy to implement caching for Boolean constraints: a hash table for the
cache and two bit vectors for D and S (two bits per domain). As a Boolean domain
must be {0}, {1} or {0, 1}, one expects caching for Boolean constraints to be use-
ful. In contrast, caching for non-Boolean constraints is far more challenging. If a
5Like BDDs, reduced MDDs are unique with respect to a given variable order, thus finding the
smallest MDD (or BDD) amounts to find that order.
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mddc(G)
/* G represents an MDD constraint Φ(G)(x1, . . . , xr) */
/* GYES and GNO keep track of the set of visited (sub-)MDDs */
begin
D := {dom(xi) : 1 ≤ i ≤ r}
S := lookup(cache,D) /* is (D,S) ∈ cache? */10
if S = NIL then
GYES := ∅
restore(GNO)11
for i := 1 to r do
Si := dom(xi) /* assume all values have no support */
mddcSeekSupports(G) /* update S1, . . . , Sr */
S := {S1, . . . , Sr}
insert(cache,D,S)12
foreach Si ∈ S do13
dom(xi) := dom(xi) \ Si
/* for maintaining GAC during search */
if ∃Si ∈ S such that Si 6= ∅ then





/* recursive step: G represents the MDD constraint Φ(G)(xi, . . . , xr) */
begin
if G = tt or G ∈ GYES then return YES14
if G = ff or G ∈ GNO then return NO15
/* let G = mdd(xi, {a1/G1, . . . , ad/Gd}) */
res := NO
for k := 1 to d do16
if ak ∈ dom(xi) then
if mddcSeekSupports(Gk) = YES then17
res := YES
Si := Si \ {ak}
if ∀i′ ≥ i : Si′ = ∅ then18
/* Φ(G)(xi, . . . , xr) is GAC */
break
Gres := Gres ∪ {G}19
return res
end
Figure 3.7: Pseudo-code of mddc and mddcSeekSupports.
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gac(Q) /* by default, Q = C (all constraints in the CSP) */
/* for presentation sake, assume C is a global variable */
begin
while Q 6= ∅ do
pop and delete a constraint C from Q
if C is an MDD constraint Φ(G)(x1, . . . , xr) then20
changed := mddc(G)
else
changed := revise(C) /* generic GAC support-seeking */
if changed = YES then
if ∃xi ∈ var(C) such that dom(xi) = ∅ then return FAILED
Q := Q ∪ {C ′ ∈ C : var (C ′) ∩ var(C) 6= ∅}
return DONE
end
Figure 3.8: Modified gac (maintaining GAC during search) to include MDD con-
straints.
constraint has r variables and each has a domain {1, . . . , d}, there will be (2d−1)r
possible states of D and S, from {{1}, . . . , {1}} to {{1, . . . , d}, . . . , {1, . . . , d}}.
It is therefore very unlikely to encounter the same D twice unless d or r is small.
In our current implementation of mddc, caching is only used for BDD constraints.
Nevertheless, we claim caching is essential for any expensive constraint such as
mddc, and leave it for future work.
Let us move on to mddcSeekSupports, the core function in mddc. Here
we assume that for every path from the root of G to the t-terminal, every variable
in the scope of Φ(G) appears exactly once and, without loss of generality, in the
same lexicographic order. In other words, each path to the t-terminal corresponds
to exactly one solution of the constraint. This simplifies the implementation of
mddcSeekSupports.
The function mddcSeekSupports works as follows. YES is returned if G
is the t-terminal tt (line 14). NO is returned if G is the f-terminal ff (line 15).
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(xi = ak ∧ Φ(Gk)).
If mddcSeekSupports(Gk) returns YES (line 17), Φ(Gk) is satisfiable and (xi, ak)
has at least one support. We thus remove ak from Si (the set of unsupported val-
ues). The guard at line 18 terminates the iteration as soon as Φ(G) is GAC. Finally,
the function returns res, which is YES if Φ(G) is satisfiable and NO otherwise.
Proposition 3.1. When the execution of mddcSeekSupports terminates, the
value ak ∈ Si iff the assignment (xi, ak) is not GAC.
The conditions at lines 14 and 15 guarantee mddcSeekSupports traverses
every sub-MDD G at most once: G is in the set GYES iff Φ(G) is satisfiable, and
in the set GNO iff Φ(G) is unsatisfiable. Each visited sub-MDD is added into the
appropriate set according to the value of res (line 19). As an unsatisfiable con-
straint remains unsatisfiable when more variables are assigned, mddc achieves in-
crementality by maintaining a stack of GNO1 , . . . ,GNOt during search,6 where GNOj
(1 ≤ j ≤ t) is the accumulated set of pruned MDD nodes at the search state j.
Then, upon backtracking to j (any search state along the current search path), the
procedure restore (line 11) will reset GNO to GNOj .
When we implement the sets GYES and GNO we wish to do three tasks in con-
stant time: (1) to check whether an MDD is in the set, (2) to insert an MDD to the
set, and (3) to undo all insertions upon backtracking. The sparse set representation
by Briggs and Torczon [BT93] is a simple data structure that meets our require-
6Since a depth-first backtracking tree search (dfs) is almost always implemented as recursion,
any constraint solver using dfs must provide some ways (e.g., a stack) to trail the search states (such
as the current domains of variables) as the search tree grows. Consistency algorithms can then use
this facility to store incremental changes.
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isMember(S, k)
/* is k an element of S? */
begin
a := S.sparse[k]










if a ≥ m or S.dense[a] 6= k then
S.sparse[k] := m
S.dense[m] := k
S.members := m+ 1
end
Figure 3.9: Pseudo-code of two basic operations on a sparse set [BT93].
ments. A set S of at most e elements (0 to e − 1) is implemented with two arrays
S.dense and S.sparse of size e, and a counter S.members that keeps the number
of elements in S. Initially, S.members = 0 (S is empty). All set operations main-
tain the invariant that, if k ∈ S, the properties 0 ≤ S.sparse[k] < S.members and
S.dense[S.sparse[k]] = k hold. Figure 3.9 shows how to do membership check
(task 1) and insertion (task 2) in O(1) time. To perform task 3 in constant time, we
stack the values of S.members (say, in the program heap space of dfs) and reset
them accordingly upon backtracking. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the operations. As
a remark, we can always map the nodes in an MDD to unique integers.
In the paper [CY06b] on bddc — an early version of mddc that enforces GAC
on only Boolean constraints — we suggested to implement GNO with a stack of bit
vectors. But for large MDD constraints, copying and clearing bit vectors (task 3)
become expensive. The memory requirement for bit vectors is another issue: Given
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(a) After the initialization of S. Note that the set opera-
tions work correctly regardless the initial values in the ar-
rays; the values are not shown for clarity’s sake. For incre-
mental trailing, we use ↑t to denote the number of elements
(S.members) at time t.




(b) After adding 3 at time t = 1.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S.sparse 1 0 2 3
S.dense 3 1 5 6
S.members ↑0 ↑1 ↑2
(c) After adding 1, 5 and 6 at time t = 2.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S.sparse 5 1 4 0 2 3
S.dense 3 1 5 6 2 0
S.members ↑0 ↑1 ↑2 ↑3
(d) After adding 2 and 0 at time t = 3.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
S.sparse 5 1 4 0 2 3
S.dense 3 1 5 6 2 0
S.members ↑0 ↑1
(e) After backtracking to time t = 1. Only S.members
is restored; the values in the arrays are unchanged. As
an example, 5 is no longer an element of S because
S.sparse[5] = 2 > 1 = S.members. When S is incremen-
tally maintained within a recursive algorithm such as dfs, the
values ↑t’s can be kept in the program heap space so that the
undo operation takes constant time during backtracking.
Figure 3.10: A demonstration of the sparse set operations.
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an r-ary MDD constraint and m MDD nodes, there are at most b = 1 + r(d − 1)
bit vectors (m bits each) for GNO , where d is the size of the largest domain of the
variables in the constraint. This is because mddc is executed when it is initialized
and every time the domain of a variable is modified. Hence, bit vectors use bm/8
bytes at most. Meanwhile, a sparse set has two integer arrays of size m and a stack
of b integer counters, so it is 4(2m + b) bytes (4 bytes per integer). As a result, a
sparse set uses less memory than a stack of bit vectors when
64





Under the reasonable assumption that m 32, the condition becomes
r(d− 1) > 63. (3.1)
Therefore, one should use a sparse set when an MDD constraint has many variables
and their domains are large.
Provided that the early-cutoff optimization (line 18) is implemented, time-
stamping cannot achieve (in constant time) the same level of incrementality of
GNO : when the solver backtracks, one has to reset all pruned MDD nodes. This is
because mddcSeekSupports may not visit every MDD node and update its time-
stamp in a lazy manner. Hence we cannot tell if a previously pruned node is still
pruned using a condition such as “time-stamp ≤ current time.”
As a result, case, which implements both time-stamping and early-cutoff, re-
sets all nodes (visited nor pruned) when the solver backtracks [Car06]. In contrast,
mddc is able to maintain the pruned nodes across backtracking due to the stack-
like sparse set. This difference is subtle yet crucial in terms of runtime efficiency,
especially when the MDD is large and the problem is difficult (many backtracks).
The overall memory requirement for mddc (using sparse set) is calculated as
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follows. Suppose there are h MDDs and k MDD constraints (h ≤ k since equiv-
alent MDD constraints share the same MDD). Let m be the number of nodes in
the largest MDD. Let d be the size of the largest domain among all variables in
the constraints. We store the nodes in an MDD in an m × d integer array. If an
integer takes 4 bytes (i.e., long in C), h MDDs require O(hmd) bytes. Since at
most one MDD is traversed in each call of mddc and we assume there is no par-
allel execution, we need only one GYES of size O(m). On the other hand, each
MDD constraint has its own copy of GNO (of size O(m)). In total, for k MDD
constraints, the memory requirement for GNO is O(km) bytes. The memory for
trailing the number of elements in GNO at each choice point during search is neg-
ligible. The overall memory requirement for mddc is therefore O((hd + k)m)
bytes. We exclude cache in our analysis because its use is optional, and the exact
memory requirement depends on the choice of data structure and other parameters,
say, the maximum number of cached entries.
From the description of mddc, it is not difficult to see the following:
Proposition 3.2. Given a MDDGwith e edges, there are at most e recursive calls
of mddcSeekSupports in each run of mddc(G).
Corollary 3.1. Given a MDD constraint Φ(G)(x1, . . . , xr) where the MDD G
has e edges, mddc enforces GAC on Φ(G) in O(e) time.
Finally, we analyze the potential runtime improvement by mddc over the GAC
algorithms in [GJMN07, LS06, LR05]. We consider the ad hoc constraint
EGd,r(x1, . . . , xr) ≡
[
x1 = 0 ∧
r∧
i=2










The domain of each variable is {0, . . . , d−1}. Figure 3.1 depicts various represen-
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tations of EG3,4(x1, . . . , x4). In general, EGd,r has 2r−1 + d − 2 solutions, and
its MDD representation has 1+ (r− 1)(d− 1) nodes and 2r− 1+ r(d− 2) edges.
Without loss of generality, we assume when EGd,r is represented as a table, the
solutions are sorted lexicographically.
Property 3.1. Enforcing GAC on EGd,r using mddc takes O(rd) time.
Property 3.2. Enforcing GAC onEGd,r using binary search [LS06] takesO(r3d)
time.
Proof. To look up a support for (xi, a), binary search takes O(r ·log(|EGd,r |)) =
O(r2) time. There are totally rd supports to be found.
Property 3.3. Next-different list [GJMN07] takes O(r ·2r) time to seek a support
for (xi, a) in EGd,r .
Proof. Let xr = 2. To seek a support for (x1, 0), one iterates over the O(2r−1)
solutions with x1 = 0 because the next-different pointer of (xr, a) in any solution
of EGd,r always points to the immediately next solution (for any two adjacent so-
lutions θ, θ′ ∈ EGd,r: (xr, a) ∈ θ, (xr, a′) ∈ θ′ and a 6= a′; see Figure 3.1c).
Checking if a support is valid takes O(r) time.
Property 3.4. Seeking a support for (xi, a) in EGd,r using mtrie [GJMN07]
takes O(2r) time.
Proof. Let xr = 2. To seek a support for (x1, 0), one completely traverses the
trie representing the O(2r−1) solutions with x1 = 0 (xr is at the bottom of the trie;
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see Figure 3.1d). The trie is a complete binary tree and has O(2r) edges.
Property 3.5. Enforcing GAC on EGd,r using hologram [LR05] can be d times
slower than mddc.
Proof. Let x1 = 2. Enforcing GAC using mddc takes O(r) time because there
is exactly one path (no branching) in the MDD such that x1 = 2 holds (x1 is at
the root of the MDD; see Figure 3.1e). On the other hand, to seek a support for
(xi, a), where a 6= 2, using hologram, although in constant time7 one can jump to
θ = {(x1, 2), . . . , (xr, 2)} and confirm there is no support for (xi, a), this process
is repeated (r − 1)(d − 1) times for every (xi, a) where i 6= 1 and a 6= 2.
The above analysis reveals that the memory compactness and the runtime effi-
ciency of mddc go hand and hand — if the underlying MDD is small, mddc can
be drastically faster than GAC algorithms that do not exploit the semantics of the
ad hoc constraint.
3.3 Experimental Results
Here we report the memory and runtime performances of mddc/bddc, case in
SICStus Prolog [C+05], regular and table in Gecode [SS04], and mtrie in Minion
[GJM06].8
7Here d indexing pointers are used for every (xi, a). When only one pointer is used, the memory
requirement drops but the jump operation takes O(d) time [Lho04].
8Minion has several implementations of a table constraint, and mtrie is used if the compilation
flag -DTRIES is switched on. See the file make table minions.sh in the Minion’s source
distribution.
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3.3.1 bddc vs case
The first experiment is meant to empirically compare sparse sets with bit vectors
and evaluate the performance of caching when all constraints are distinct. We
implemented bddc (on Boolean BDD constraints) in SICStus Prolog 3.12.3 as it
is the only solver with an implementation of case. The algorithm was written in
C, using the C–SICStus Prolog interface. We did not implement mddc in SICStus
Prolog because of the difficulties of accessing the variable domains in C. As case
can also enforce GAC on non-Boolean MDD constraints, we expect some overhead
(especially memory) when it is used on BDD constraints. However, since case
and bddc use the same BDDs, their difference in runtime comes from the different
levels of incrementality achieved.
There are two versions of bddc: bddc(sset) uses sparse sets while bddc(bvec)
uses bit vectors. When we describe something true for both versions, we simply
say bddc.
The cache in bddc is a hash table with 2k (fixed) slots. If a clash occurs, the
new entry overwrites the old one. The current domains D and the pruned values
S are encoded as two 64-bits integers. All equivalent constraints share one cache
whereas each of the u distinct constraints has its own cache. In total, caching
consumes (u+ 1)2k+4 bytes.
Each problem instance 〈n, s, u, r, p〉 has n variables, s equivalent (e.g., x1 =
x2 and x4 = x5) and u distinct (e.g., x1 < x2 and x1 6= x2) r-ary BDD constraints.
BDDs are generated in a depth-first, post-order manner and identical sub-BDDs are
merged. The t-terminal is chosen with probability p. Hence, each constraint has
roughly 2rp solutions. All constraints are on different, randomly chosen subset of
variables. The variables in the scope of a constraint are in natural order (xi is above
xj in a BDD iff i < j), so that we can study the runtime behaviors of bddc and
case under different labeling orders. The three labeling orders (ord) are top-down
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benchmark n s u r p size
S-1 21 133 0 18 0.22 22535
S-2 21 2713 0 15 0.21 3580
D-1 30 0 30 15 0.20 3490
D-2 30 0 30 15 0.50 4338
D-3 22 0 8 19 0.17 37525
Table 3.1: The benchmarks for testing bddc and case. Each contains 10 instances.
The column “size” gives the average number of nodes in a BDD. The parameters
for S-1 and S-2 are from [CY06b]. Note that S-* has only equivalent and D-* only
distinct constraints.
(↓, the natural, lexicographic order); bottom-up (↑, the reverse of top-down); and
most-constrained (ffc), which selects dynamically a variable that appears in most
constraints. The experiment was run on a P4 2.6 GHz PC with 1 GB RAM and
Windows XP.
Table 3.1 summarizes the five benchmarks. Table 3.2 gives the average search
time when GAC on the BDD constraints is maintained by case, bddc(bvec) or
bddc(sset). On the whole, case and bddc (sset or bvec, with or without caching)
run fastest when the variables are assigned in a top-down fashion, and slowest when
the labeling is bottom-up. For example, to solve an instance in the benchmark S-2,
although the bottom-up and the top-down orders give similar number of backtracks,
a bottom-up search is 2.64 times slower than top-down when case is used, and 38.8
percent slower when bddc(bvec) is used (no caching).
It is easy to see why bddc does more work to re-establish GAC when a variable
close to the bottom of a BDD is assigned. Consider again the BDD constraint in
Figure 3.11. When 1 is assigned to x1, only G1 will be visited to re-establish GAC
on the constraint —G0 is pruned implicitly. If 1 is assigned to xr, however, G0 will
also be traversed because one cannot know from the root of G0 that xr must be 0 at
the bottom. As a result, all nodes in G0 will be explicitly pruned and inserted to the








set ord bts case n/a k = 5 k = 10 k = 15 n/a k = 5 k = 10 k = 15
↓ 17772 50.12 52.07 33.66 21.50 14.97 22.81 17.35 13.79 12.29
S-1 ↑ 14595 274.92 62.44 39.80 23.21 14.85 58.84 38.48 22.86 14.58
ffc 10632 76.99 41.15 38.16 33.07 26.49 26.10 24.44 21.53 17.86
↓ 2282 92.89 54.63 41.16 30.81 29.64 47.97 37.13 30.64 30.06
S-2 ↑ 2256 337.79 75.81 50.30 31.24 28.72 88.45 56.67 33.01 30.37
ffc 1020 97.07 34.38 34.28 27.71 22.65 35.14 33.48 27.08 21.44
↓ 88739 36.75 31.65 29.31 24.29 21.75 27.19 25.44 22.22 20.62
D-1 ↑ 112590 181.25 79.39 65.95 44.95 35.00 86.95 70.88 47.30 36.06
ffc 24900 21.45 12.39 11.26 9.17 8.23 11.62 10.54 8.80 7.96
↓ 922101 326.83 359.88 335.43 274.60 239.44 291.70 283.74 248.71 216.99
D-2 ↑ 510760 556.36 323.70 272.10 199.55 148.72 321.29 264.78 193.33 161.06
ffc 200460 147.28 114.10 100.12 78.82 67.15 94.24 85.57 70.57 61.26
↓ 10494 1.34 3.71 3.59 3.14 2.56 1.33 1.35 1.30 1.22
D-3 ↑ 9134 11.74 6.22 5.87 5.05 4.57 5.71 5.32 4.59 4.19
ffc 6932 3.05 3.36 3.27 3.02 3.00 1.72 1.71 1.65 1.64
Table 3.2: Time (in seconds) to solve an instance using case, or bddc with caches of size 2k (“n/a” means caching is disabled). The
labeling order of variables is in the column “ord.” The number of backtracks (bts) is independent to whether case, bddc(bvec) or
bddc(sset) is used. We highlight the execution time of bddc(bvec) in bold if it is faster than bddc(sset), with respect to the same cache
size. We also underline the best time.








(not drawn) (not drawn)
xr xr
Figure 3.11: A BDD constraint with 1 + 2r−2 solutions. It is equivalent to (x1 +
xr = 0) ∨ ((x1 + xr = 2) ∧ (x2 + · · ·+ xr−1 = 0)). The nodes for x3, . . . , xr−1
are not drawn.
the different labeling orders. As a remark, the same scenario happens in case and
mddc when the domain of a (non-Boolean) variable is reduced. Our argument is
justified empirically. Table 3.3 shows, in one call of bddc (without caching), least
BDD nodes are visited when the labeling is top-down and most when it is bottom-
up. By the same token, under most-constrained, more BDD nodes are visited than
top-down but less than bottom-up.
We found bddc(sset) faster than bddc(bvec), except mostly when the BDD
constraints are small (S-2, D-1 and D-2) and the variables are assigned bottom-up.
The reason is that, for small BDD constraints, copying or clearing a bit vector is
fast whereas the array operations in a sparse set are relatively slow. The overhead
is larger in a bottom-up search because more BDD nodes are visited and pruned
(more operations on GYES and GNO ).
In [CY06a] we showed caching can speed up bddc when there are hundreds or
thousands of equivalent BDD constraints (S-1 and S-2). Our new results on D-1,
D-2 and D-3 show caching is also useful when all BDD constraints are distinct.
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n/a k = 5 k = 10 k = 15
set ord v% v% f% h% v% f% h% v% f% h%
↓ 0.15 0.07 100 50 0.03 100 78 0.01 99 91
S-1 ↑ 0.74 0.43 100 50 0.18 100 79 0.06 92 91
ffc 0.34 0.30 100 12 0.24 100 29 0.17 100 49
↓ 1.03 0.37 100 63 0.04 100 97 0.01 67 99
S-2 ↑ 3.73 1.79 100 63 0.23 100 96 0.04 67 99
ffc 1.89 1.77 100 6 1.10 100 42 0.53 100 72
↓ 0.80 0.58 100 26 0.30 100 58 0.17 47 75
D-1 ↑ 2.96 2.25 100 25 1.21 100 59 0.68 50 75
ffc 1.41 1.10 100 21 0.68 100 49 0.49 30 61
↓ 0.49 0.37 100 23 0.18 100 60 0.08 85 82
D-2 ↑ 1.39 1.03 100 24 0.53 100 57 0.24 67 79
ffc 0.91 0.71 100 21 0.40 100 53 0.22 71 72
↓ 0.08 0.08 96 5 0.07 87 18 0.06 25 30
D-3 ↑ 0.40 0.37 100 7 0.32 91 20 0.29 27 26
ffc 0.18 0.17 100 4 0.16 87 10 0.16 25 11
Table 3.3: Statistics on caching. The column v% gives the percentage of BDD
nodes visited per call of bddc: the node count is incremented by 1 if a non-terminal
node that is in neither GYES nor GNO is visited. Note that v% is independent to
the exact search tree because bddc is called only at each node of the search tree.
Each cache has 2k slots (“n/a” means caching is disabled). Averaged out over all
constraints, a cache is f% filled and the hit rate is h%. Note that bddc(bvec) and
bddc(sset) share the same statistics.
In Figures 3.12 to 3.16 we give for each benchmark a plot of search time against
cache size (k). Table 3.3 is the cache statistics. We found even tiny caches with 32
(k = 5) slots speed up bddc. The improvement is most obvious when the labeling
is bottom-up because, as discussed above, bddc is inherently more expensive when
the variables are assigned at the bottom of a BDD. On the other hand, caching
is least useful when the labeling adopts the dynamic, most-constrained heuristic,
because the search jumps between different parts of the search space, making the
cached results obsolete.
Caching in D-3 is ineffective and is not as heavily used as it is in other bench-
marks. This is because each constraint has 19 variables yet there are only 22 in the
CSP — a constraint will be in a new state (D) as soon as more than three variables







































































































































Figure 3.13: Benchmark S-2: 〈21, 2713, 0, 15, 0.21〉













































































































































Figure 3.15: Benchmark D-2: 〈30, 0, 30, 15, 0.5〉
































































Figure 3.16: Benchmark D-3: 〈22, 0, 8, 19, 0.17〉
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bddc(bvec) bddc(sset)
set case n/a k = 5 k = 10 k = 15 n/a k = 5 k = 10 k = 15
S-1 170 11.00 11.00 11.00 11.88 28.88 28.88 28.88 29.75
S-2 727 26.69 25.98 25.98 26.85 81.46 80.75 80.75 81.63
D-1 43 5.51 5.51 6.26 31.76 6.13 6.13 6.88 32.38
D-2 80 6.03 6.13 6.75 32.28 6.88 6.88 7.63 33.13
D-3 191 9.85 9.85 10.02 16.85 13.52 13.52 13.52 20.52
Table 3.4: Memory usage (in MB) of case, bddc(bvec) and bddc(sset), reported
by the built-in predicate statistics in SICStus Prolog. The figures are the average
over different labeling orders.
are assigned during search.
Memory usage may be more relevant than runtime for large ad hoc constraints.
We can see from Table 3.4, case always consumes an order of magnitude more
memory than bddc, despite they are given the same BDD constraints. We remark
that bddc(bvec) uses less memory than bddc(sset) because the BDD constraints in
the benchmarks are rather small (see the discussion in Section 3.2).
3.3.2 mddc vs regular vs mtrie vs table
In order to evaluate mddc on non-Boolean MDD constraints, we re-implemented
it in Gecode 2.0.0. Sparse sets are used but caching is not. The constraints regular
and table are built in Gecode.9 Since an MDD is a DFA with one final state (tt),
one can use regular for MDD constraints without modification. The ad hoc con-
straint table implements GAC-2001 [BRYZ05]. We keep Gecode’s default setting
on Search::Options::c d and Search::Options::a d, which controls
the re-computation distance during search (a trade-off between space and time).
Our evaluation also includes the constraint mtrie in Minion 0.4.1, which is not
available in Gecode. The comparison with Minion’s mtrie is interesting because
Minion is a highly optimized CSP solver and mtrie is a state of the art GAC algo-
9They are actually the same constraint extensional with different input data structures. For
presentation’s sake, we keep the names regular and table.
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rithm. Table-based GAC algorithms using indexing are excluded because they were
shown up to 20 times slower than mtrie in an extensive experiment [GJMN07]. We
used a MacBook with a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo and 1 GB RAM.
There are two sources of problem sets: our home-made random CSPs and the
ones from the Second International CSP Solver Competition.10 Since all problem
instances are specified in XML, there is an extra step to convert each XML file into
the formats different algorithms use. Figure 3.17 gives a sample CSP in different
input formats. Our converter, written in C++, is based on the sample SAX parser
from the CSP Solver Competition website. For table and mtrie, the converter
simply removes all XML tags. For mddc and regular, it also transforms the ad
hoc constraints into MDD constraints using mddReduce.
Throughout the experiments, we used a static labeling order that the variable
appears in most constraints is selected first. This order is specified in the input
file. Also the smallest value in a domain is always tried first. Since the numbers of
backtracks by Gecode and Minion are more or less equal, we assume they explore
the same search space.
In our own benchmark 〈n, d, u, r, p〉, an instance has n variables whose domain
is {1, . . . , d}. There are u distinct, random r-ary constraints. Every constraint has
approximately drp solutions, i.e., the probability p is the looseness of a constraint.
A benchmark has 10 instances.
We made two benchmarks. In 〈12, 15, 12, 5, p〉, the domain size is 15, the arity
is 5, and the looseness p ranges from 0.02 to 0.08, incremented by 0.01. The
average number of nodes in an MDD varies from 3784, when p = 0.02, to 5205,
when p = 0.08.
Figure 3.18a plots against p the time to convert an instance specified in XML to
our MDD format and Minion’s.11 In spite of the extra computation of mddReduce,
10http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/CPAI06/
11Since the input specification for Gecode’s table is almost identical to the Minion’s, we just
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<instance>












<relation name="R0" arity="3" nbTuples="12" semantics="supports">
0 0 1|0 0 2|0 1 1|0 3 0|0 3 2|1 1 2|1 3 1|2 0 3|2 1 1|2 2 2|3 1 0|3 2 1
</relation>
<relation name="R1" arity="3" nbTuples="12" semantics="supports">




<constraint name="C0" arity="3" scope="V1 V3 V4" reference="R0"/>
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0 3 1 3 4
1 3 0 2 3
3 0 1 2 4
(c)
1
4 0 1 2 3
5
0 0 0 0 0
2
13
10 1 0 0 0
11 0 10 3 0
5 2 3 0 4
3 0 1 0 0
7 0 6 0 3
9 8 3 6 0
6 0 0 1 0
4 1 0 1 0
2 0 1 1 0
12 5 7 9 11
8 0 0 0 1
13
6 1 0 0 0
4 0 1 0 1
7 0 1 0 0
3 0 2 0 0
5 0 4 0 0
11 0 6 10 10
10 0 0 1 1
2 0 0 1 0
9 6 7 8 2
12 3 5 9 11
8 0 0 0 1
2
0 3 1 3 4
1 3 0 2 3
3 0 1 2 4
(d)
Figure 3.17: A random CSP instance in different input file formats. (a) The XML
file used in the CSP Solver Competition. (b) The input file for mtrie (Minion has
its own file format). (c) The input file for table. We devised our own file format
since Gecode is a C++ library and has no specific input format. (d) The input file
for mddc and regular. The ad hoc constraints have already been converted into
MDD constraints.
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the resultant MDDs are smaller than the original tables, and thus the converter
outputs the MDD format faster, especially for constraints with more solutions.
See Figure 3.18b for a plot against p the number of cells (integers) in the two-
dimensional array that stores the solutions or the MDD nodes of an ad hoc con-
straint.
Figure 3.19b gives how long each GAC algorithm takes to build the internal
data structure. We found the initialization of regular is slightly slower than mddc,
although they use the same MDDs. This is because regular has a more complex
data structure; mddc has only one and two-dimensional arrays. Both table and
mtrie spend more time to initialize, and the time grows with the number of solu-
tions of a constraint, or p. As expected, the initialization for mtrie is the slowest.
Regarding the speed to establish GAC (see Figure 3.19a; note that the runtime
is in logarithmic scale), mddc is always the fastest whereas regular is always the
slowest. Due to the expensive graph-update operations, regular is up to about 30
times slower than mddc and 13 times than mtrie. A closer inspection reveals 1/3
or more of the computation by regular involves system calls such as memory man-
agement. The reason is that, instead of recording changes using trailing, Gecode
recomputes search states when needed, based on previously saved copies. As a
result, the internal graph in regular is duplicated and the changes are redone from
time to time when the search proceeds. In contrast, mddc runs fast because it
updates the MDD only implicitly by recording the set of pruned nodes.
In the second benchmark 〈20, 3, 80, 7, p〉, the domain size is 3, an MDD has
only 224 to 324 nodes, and the values of p ranges form 0.2 to 0.8, incremented by
0.1. Figure 3.20 shows the runtime of different GAC algorithms. The patterns are
similar to what we have seen from the previous benchmark, and mddc is again the
fastest.






































Figure 3.18: For 〈12, 15, 12, 5, p〉, we show (above) the time to convert an instance
from XML to our MDD format or Minion’s table format. For MDD constraints,
this includes the time to build an MDD with mddReduce. Since an MDD con-
straint is represented as a set of MDD nodes (integer indexes), and an ad hoc con-
straint a set of solutions, we plot (below) against p the number of integers in either
representation.













































































Figure 3.20: Benchmark 〈20, 3, 80, 7, p〉
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The last experiment consists of three sets of random CSPs from the Second
International CSP Solver Competition (CPAI’06). We tested only mddc, table
and mtrie because the problems are too large for regular. Below is a summary of
the CSPs used this last experiment:
• Each of the 20 problem instances in rand-10-20-10-5-10000 has 20 variables
with a domain of size 10. There are 5 10-ary constraints. A constraint has
exactly 10000 solutions. On average, each MDD has 24006 nodes.
• Each of the 50 problem instances in rand-3-20-20-60-632 has 20 variables
with a domain of size 20. There are 60 (or slightly less) 3-ary constraints. A
constraint has about 3000 solutions. On average, each MDD has 420 nodes.
• Each of the 20 problem instances in rand-8-20-5-18-800 has 20 variables
with a domain of size 5. There are 18 8-ary constraints. A constraint has
roughly 78000 solutions. On average, each MDD has 17193 nodes.
Even though the constraints are large and random, mddc visits only a small
part (0.3 to 5.4 percent) of the entire MDD to establish GAC. As a result, mddc
is 69.5% to 2.9 times faster than mtrie (see Table 3.5). The benchmark rand-8-20-
5-18-800 clearly exposes the limitation of mtrie when the ad hoc constraints are
large. Minion may consume more than 800 MB during initialization and more than
600 MB during search, while Gecode (using mddc) always requires only about 14
MB. The large CSPs in this benchmark also magnify the inefficiency of table —
only 11 out of 20 instances were solved in 30 minutes.
3.4 Summary and Future Work
We have explained how to convert an ad hoc table constraint into an MDD con-
straint and how to maintain GAC on the MDD constraint. The memory and the
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mddc table mtrie
benchmark init solv init solv init solv
rand-10-20-10-5-10000 0.58 1.30 0.28 2.82 1.61 2.57
rand-3-20-20-60-632 0.20 151.34 0.30 267.91 0.70 255.81
rand-8-20-5-18-800* 1.07 35.84 6.21 1249.14 38.79 140.74
rand-8-20-5-18-800** 1.09 9.38 6.21 798.43 38.76 35.04
Table 3.5: Experimental results on the random problems from CPAI’06. The ini-
tialization time (init) and the search time (solv) are in seconds. One instance (rand-
3-20-20-60-632-22) is excluded from the benchmark rand-3-20-20-632 because
neither algorithm could solve it in 30 minutes. Regarding rand-8-20-5-18-800, us-
ing table we solved only 11 out of the 20 instances in 30 minutes. In row (*), the
average includes all instances, and if the search with table ran longer than the time
limit, we assume the instance was solved in 30 minutes. In row (**), the average
is computed with the 11 instances.
runtime efficiencies of mddc have been theoretically analyzed and empirically
confirmed in our experiments.
A shortcoming of mddcSeekSupports is that it is less efficient when the vari-
ables close to the bottom of an MDD have their domains updated. To address this,
we may use different variable orders in different parts of an MDD, so as to amortize
the overall runtime. It is also interesting to investigate the use of multiple MDDs
with different variable orders, similar to the multiple tries approach in mtrie.
In our experiments, even a small cache speeds up bddc on BDD constraints.
Unfortunately, caching for non-Boolean MDD constraints is not trivial, due to the
large number of combinations of current domains. We therefore plan to adapt other
caching techniques (e.g., [LH07, LLS+08]) for mddc.
Chapter 4
Applying MDD Constraints to
Still-Life
Since a fast GAC algorithm for MDD constraints is now ready, we can use them in
CP modeling. In this chapter, we demonstrate how to transform a logical constraint
into an MDD constraint via symbolic manipulation of MDDs. The goal is to show
that ad hoc constraints are an efficient and effective means to improve constraint
propagation. We will use the Still-Life problem as a difficult representative problem
for applying ad hoc constraints. It has been used by many authors [BT04, Smi02,
PSYS04, LMN05] to explore issues in problem formulation, symmetry and hybrid
approaches using techniques from constraint programming (CP) as well as integer
programming (IP).
Roughly speaking, solving an n×n Still-Life problem is to place, on an n×n
checker board, as many checkers as the rules of Life permit (see Section 4.1 for
the formal definition). The difficulty of the problem stems from its O(2n2) search
space and the weak, local constraints: the basic model consists of n2 logical arith-
metic constraints on every 3× 3 region of the checker board. Since each constraint
covers only a small part of the board, propagation is limited and unsatisfiability is
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detected only after most of the board are filled.
Starting with a basic model — a straightforward model of the life, death and
birth constraints of Conway’s game of Life — we gradually improve it with MDD
constraints that give better propagation. In our models, we make use of high arity
MDD constraints whose table representation grows exponentially in the number
of variables. For example, the table representation of a 3 × 10 super-row con-
straint has 76 million tuples and 30 variables. Yet the MDD/BDD constraints
can be constructed in seconds, by virtue of symbolic manipulation. Subsequently,
we use case or mddc to maintain GAC on these MDD/BDD constraints during
search. Our results are competitive with CP/IP hybrids that use very sophisticated
IP solvers such as CPLEX.
The main contribution of this chapter is that we show the feasibility and the
usefulness of ad hoc MDD constraints in CP model building. Instead of developing
non-reusable, problem-specific constraints, which usually demands expertise on
data structure and algorithm, we present a semi-automatic technique to combine
(logical) constraints into ad hoc constraints, so that generic GAC algorithms such
as case and mddc can be used immediately. Our application of ad hoc constraints
in CP modeling is novel, since they are traditionally considered inefficient, and are
avoided unless there is no other means to represent a constraint, say, in arithmetic.
4.1 The Still-Life Problem
The game of Life [GCB82] is played on an infinite (checker) board where each
square is called a cell. Each cell has eight neighbors. A cell is alive if there is a
checker on it. Otherwise it is dead. The state of a board at time t determines its
state at time t+ 1 based on the following three rules (see Figure 4.1):
• If a cell has exactly 2 living neighbors at time t, its state remains unchanged
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at time t+ 1. This is the “life” constraint.
• If a cell has exactly 3 living neighbors at time t, then it is alive at time t+1.
This is the “birth” constraint.
• If a cell has less than 2 or more than 3 living neighbors at time t, it is dead at
time t+1. These are the “death by isolation” and “death by over-crowding”
constraints respectively.
(a) Life (b) Birth
(c) Death by isolation (d) Death by over-crowding
Figure 4.1: The rules for the game of Life.
It is natural from the problem definition to think of a cell and its eight neighbors
as forming a “unit.” Smith [Smi02] calls such 3 × 3 square of cells a super-cell.
We expand this view and introduce three more super-units: a super-row is a 3 × n
rectangle; a super-column is a n× 3 rectangle; and a super-block is a 4× 4 square
of the board. Super-cells and other super-units will be the basis for constructing
various models.
Figure 4.2 gives the graphical representation of an 8 × 8 board, and various
super-units. Since a super-column is a transposed super-row, we will not further
discuss super-columns as the methods for super-rows will apply. In the remainder





Figure 4.2: A 8× 8 board made to 9× 9 by padding dead cells (shaded). A super-
cell is any 3 × 3 square of cells. A super-row is a 3 × n (here n = 9) rectangle of
cells. A super-block is a 4× 4 square of cells.
(a) 3× 3 (b) 8× 8 (c) 9× 9
Figure 4.3: Some maximum Still-Life patterns.
since it is always possible to enlarge the board by padding dead cells to size n′×n′
where n′ is a multiple of 3.
A Still-Life pattern of a board is one that remains unchanged over time. The
density of a region is the number of living cells within that region. The Still-Life
problem in an n × n square of a board (all the rest of the board is dead) is to
determine a Still-Life pattern with the maximum density. Figure 4.3 depicts a few
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4.1.1 The Basic ModelM0
A CP model of Still-Life in a n× n region is straightforward. Each cell at the i-th
row and the j-th column is associated with a Boolean variable xi,j which is 1 if
the cell is alive and is 0 otherwise. Throughout this chapter, we will slightly abuse
notation that, when we refer to a variable, we mean either the variable itself or the
object it represents. Let Ni,j = {xi±d,j±e : d, e ∈ {0, 1} ∧ d + e > 0} be the
neighbors of xi,j (e.g., in Figure 4.3a, the neighbors of the cell at the center are
two dead and six living cells). The birth and death conditions can be formulated as
SCi,j ≡ (xi,j = 1→ 2 ≤
∑
u∈Ni,j




We call SCi,j a super-cell (SC) constraint. The arity of a SCi,j constraint is 9.
Extra constraints are added on every three adjacent cells along the border to prevent
any of them from being alive, otherwise a cell outside the border would become
alive. Thus, as shown in Figure 4.2, a super-cell on the border, a border constraint,
will have the shaded cells set to 0.
The objective of the Still-Life problem is to maximize the density f , the num-





We call this model which employs only super-cell constraintsM0. In modelM0,
the SC constraint is implemented using arithmetic constraints and reified con-
straints.1
1It could also be implemented as a 9-ary BDD constraint, as in Figure 4.5.
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4.2 New Improved Still-Life Models
As reported by Bosch et al. [BT04], the super-cell constraints are too weak for
constraint propagation to be effective, which results in late detection of local incon-
sistency and a huge search tree. They therefore proposed a hybrid CP/IP approach,
which can significantly reduce the search space and improve the overall search
time. Smith [Smi02] used a dual encoding on the super-cells, implemented with
the table constraint in ILOG Solver. Our work is inspired by these two approaches
and we use both super-cells and a variety of other ad hoc constraints.
One possible way to improve the efficiency of constraint propagation is to com-
bine several constraints into a single larger constraint. In the rest of the chapter,
we show how to model Still-Life using increasingly complex ad hoc constraints as
follows:
• In model Mr , a chain of super-cell constraints along a super-row are re-
placed by a single super-row constraint.
• In the model Mr+d, a super-row density constraint is used in which the
density of a super-row is “pushed” into the constraint itself.
• In the modelMr+d+b, we join also the border constraints and the super-row
density constraint.
• In the modelMr+d+b + SB, instead of using super-cell constraints to link
the super-rows and columns, we replace four super-cells constraints with a
single super-block constraint.
• The modelMr+d+b+SB+DY adds constraints to link the density and the
variables in a super-cell.
• In the modelMr+d+b +SB+Emb, we insert constraints that partially link
the density with selected cells in a super-row.
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• The modelMr+d+b+SB+DY +Emb includes all the constraints together.
4.2.1 ModelMr: Super-rows and Super-columns
The idea here is to investigate whether a super-cell constraint can be extended
further. A natural extension is to consider a row or column of super-cells. A super-
row (respectively super-column) is a horizontal 3×n rectangle (respectively n× 3
rectangle for a super-column).
Model,Mr, consists of the following constraints:
• A disjoint set of super-row SRi constraints that partition the board into 3 ×
n rectangles. Super-column constraints similarly partition the board in the
vertical direction.
• A set of border constraints, as in modelM0.
• A set of overlapping super-cell constraints that link up two adjacent super-
rows. Similarly, these super-cell constraints also link up adjacent super-
columns.
These constraints are illustrated in Figure 4.4. The super-cell constraints are
needed since a super-row or super-cell does not consider cells outside its boundary.
We do not replace all super-cell constraints with overlapping super-row and super-
column constraints because of the high runtime overhead.
Modeling and Representing the Super-row Constraint
Due to the high arity and the exponential number of solutions, a table represen-
tation of the super-row constraints in Mr is clearly infeasible. But even if the
BDD representation (each xi,j is a Boolean variable) is small, building it with
mddReduce, which enumerates the solutions of a super-row constraint, is im-









Figure 4.4: Graphical representation ofMr.
smaller BDDs (e.g., those represent the super-cell constraints) — the time com-
plexity is polynomial to the size of the BDDs [Bry86]. The smaller BDDs can be
constructed from even smaller BDDs or using mddReduce. In our experiments,
we use the BDD package BuDDy 2.4 to manipulate BDDs.2
Recall a BDD is a Boolean MDD G = mdd(x, {0/G0, 1/G1}) that represents
the constraint
Φ(G) ≡ (x = 0 ∧ Φ(G0)) ∨ (x = 1 ∧Φ(G1))
where G0 and G1 are BDDs.3 In BDD terms G0 is the 0-successor and G1 is
the 1-successor of x. A BDD has two terminals, namely the f-terminal which
means False and the t-terminal which means True . Figure 4.5 shows the BDD
constructed for the super-cell constraint SC2,2. Each node x[i,j] represents a
cell variable xi,j . The solid and the dotted outgoing arrows of a node point to its 1
and 0-successors respectively. The two terminals of a BDD are drawn as two gray
boxes. We compare the compactness of the BDD representation with that of the
tabular representation as follows. Since SC2,2 has 276 solutions, a table constraint
2http://sourceforge.net/projects/buddy
3If there is no ambiguity, we sometimes use G and Φ(G) interchangeably.
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needs an array with 276×9 = 2484 cells to keep all solutions. By comparison, the
BDD constraint has only 36 nodes. Since a table cell and a BDD node represent
the same variable xi,j , we see that the BDD representation is 2484/36 = 69 times





















Figure 4.5: The BDD representation of the super-cell constraint SC2,2. Each non-
terminal node v is labeled with a super-cell variable xi,j . An outgoing edge of v
depicts living cell (xi,j = 1) if it is solid, a dead cell (xi,j = 0) if it is dashed. The
gray boxes labeled with 1 and 0 are the t- and f-terminals respectively.
While a BDD may give a compact representation for many Boolean functions,
it can be exponentially large in the worst case. In practice, the BDD size is sen-
sitive to the underlying variable order. For example, suppose we want to con-
struct a BDD for SC2,2 ∧ SC2,3 (3× 4 super-row). Under the lexicographic order
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(x1,1, x1,2, x1,3, x1,4, x2,1, . . . , x3,3, x3,4), the BDD (Figure 4.6c) has 180 nodes.
Under a different spiral-like order (x1,1, x3,1, x2,1, x1,2, x3,2, . . . , x2,4), as depicted
in Figure 4.6a, the BDD has only 95 nodes. Figure 4.7 shows the sizes of the BDD





which is a conjunction of n − 2 super-cell constraints. We observe that under the
(good) spiral-like order, the size of the BDD grows linearly with n; but under the
(bad) lexicographic order, the BDD blows up exponentially. For instance, although
there are approximately 76 million solutions for a 3×10 super-row, the good BDD
order only needs 559 nodes. The bad BDD order, on the other hand, has 1221965
nodes. When n = 40, the good BDD only needs 2944 nodes to encode about
1.9 × 1028 solutions. We remark that the spiral-like variable order was obtained
by means of some well known guidelines on variable ordering [CGP99], the use
of BDD minimization procedures (provided by the BDD package) on small SR
constraints (e.g., 3×5) and manual generalization. Exact BDD minimization is NP-
complete [BW96] and hence infeasible for large SR constraints. To the best of our
knowledge, no BDD variable ordering heuristic for (general) Boolean constraints
is known, which deserves future work.
For all instances in Figure 4.7 under the good variable order, the BDD con-
struction time for n from 3 to 40 takes at most two seconds. Thus, although we
have constructed a special purpose ad hoc constraint, the constraint construction
time is insignificant. Furthermore, this is only done once for each particular value
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Figure 4.6: (a) The BDD variable ordering for super-row constraint. (b) The BDD that represents a 3 × 4 super-row under the variable

























































Figure 4.8: Number of solutions (in log scale) of SRi against n.
4.2.2 Experimental Results on ModelsM0 andMr
As in [PSYS04, Smi02], search is done on the set of n2/9 disjoint super-cells that
partition the board. For example, a 6 × 6 board is partitioned into 4 super-cells
{y2,2, y2,5, y5,2, y5,5}. Each disjoint super-cell is encoded as an auxiliary variable
yi,j , and is linked to the corresponding cells by
yi,j = xi−1,j−1 + 2xi−1,j + 4xi−1,j+1 + 8xi,j−1 + 16xi,j + 32xi,j+1+
64xi+1,j−1 + 128xi+1,j + 256xi+1,j+1.
The initial domains of the auxiliary variables range from 0 to 511.
We use a search strategy where the auxiliary variables are selected from the
bottom right to top left of the board. Values are selected via domain splitting,
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namely, yi,j ≤ mid ∨ yi,j > mid, where mid is the mid-point of the domain. The
upper region of the domain is explored first. We found this search strategy to be
better than smallest domain. A detailed comparison with other search heuristics is
in Section 4.4.
We used SICStus Prolog 3.12.1 and implemented MDD/BDD constraints with
case, because it is easier to implement different models and search strategies in
SICStus Prolog. Experiments were run on a PC running Windows XP, with a P4 3.2
GHz CPU and 2 GB physical memory. Statistics were collected with the built-in
predicate statistics, using the parameters runtime and memory.
Table 4.1 shows the results on the three models. The column “opt” is the max-
imum density of the Still-Life pattern in an n× n region. For each model, we give
the number of backtracks (bts), the execution time (in seconds) and the memory
used (mem in MB). The time limit is one hour. The entries M.O. and T.O. respec-
tively mean “memory out,” memory exhausted error, and “time out,” CPU time
limit exceeded. InMr, the super-rows use the default good spiral variable order.
Mr(SRlex) is identical toMr, but the bad lexicographic order is used.
As the super-row constraints are loose,Mr only gives slightly more propaga-
tion thanM0. Hence, the overhead of the global constraint outweighs the search
pruning and Mr exceeds the time limit for n = 10. The results onMr(SRlex)
show the importance of having a good representation for the ad hoc constraint:
while Mr uses only 3.6 MB for n = 9, Mr(SRlex) needs 182.1 MB.Mr and
Mr(SRlex) are equivalent models, and thus have the same propagation. They dif-
fer only in the representation of the SR constraints. For n = 10 withMr(SRlex),
SICStus Prolog aborted with an out of memory error.
Table 4.2 summarizes the experimental results from other papers: CP [BT04]
uses only CP super-cell constraints, CP/IP [BT04] is a hybrid of CP and IP, dual en-
coding [Smi02], and super-cell variables [PSYS04]. We caution that a direct time
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M0 Mr Mr(SRlex)
n opt bts time mem bts time mem bts time mem
6 18 2568 0.3 2.2 2539 0.4 3.5 2539 0.4 6.6
7 28 3512 0.5 2.7 3438 0.6 3.5 3438 0.9 15.3
8 36 54623 7.8 2.7 53126 9.4 3.6 53126 23.1 40.4
9 43 2450406 314.4 3.5 2420472 408.7 3.6 2420472 1700.6 182.1
10 54 25236397 3587.5 3.5 T.O. M.O.
Table 4.1: Experimental results onM0,Mr andMr(SRlex).
Dual encoding Super-cell
CP [BT04] CP/IP [BT04] [Smi02] variables [PSYS04]
n opt cho time cho time bts time bts time
6 18 24083 1.6 - - 181 2.2 1689 6.4
7 28 154147 10.1 - - 3510 16.2 10939 48.3
8 36 3082922 205.4 2310 3 53262 264.0 238513 1418.8
9 43 - - 46345 85 2091386 10300.0 - -
10 54 - - 98082 291 - - - -
11 64 - - 268520 655 - - - -
12 76 - - 11772869 49166 - - - -
13 90 - - 10996298 50871 - - - -
Table 4.2: Experimental results on CP/IP and dual encoding.
comparison is not meaningful because different systems are used, both the soft-
ware and hardware differ. Furthermore, the different papers give different number
of backtracks due to differences in the model and search procedure. The column
“cho” gives the number of choice-points and “bts” the number of backtracks. The
“super-cell variables” is similar to M0 but it appears that our search heuristic is
better for larger n. Our model M0 is similar to that in CP [BT04] but it also
appears that our search heuristic is better.
We have not presented any results using symmetries. We found that the sim-
ple use of constraints to remove reflection symmetries did not give much pruning
([BT04] also found the same for their CP model). More sophisticated symmetry
breaking techniques [PSYS04] could be used but we did not have a SBDS imple-
mentation in SICStus Prolog available to use. In any case, symmetry breaking is
orthogonal to our goals in this chapter.
4.2.3 ModelMr+d: Super-Rows with Density
As the super-row constraint is loose, unless a large part of the super-row is instan-
tiated, it interacts poorly with the overall density from the objective function —
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summing the cells in a super-row triggers little propagation since most of them can
be either 0 or 1. Based on this observation, our next step is to modify the super-row
constraint to include the density of the super-row itself:






Clearly the new variable fi is associated to the density of the super-row. We call
this a super-row density (SRD) constraint. (The border constraints have not be
merged with the SRD constraint yet.)
Generating the Super-row Density Constraint
Since a super-cell has at most 6 living cells and a super-row can be partitioned
into n/3 disjoint super-cells, the maximum density of a super-row is 2n. We also
assume a super-row has at least 1 living cell. Consequently, to construct a SRD
constraint, we first create 2n BDDs, each represents the constraint






Next, we connect them with the extra node mdd(fi, {1/C1, . . . , 2n/C2n}). This




(fi = k ∧Ck).
As a remark, the BDDs for any two constraints (e.g., C3 and C8) may overlap and
share common sub-BDDs.
To fully utilize the densities of the super-rows, we add an extra constraint f =
∑
fi which links the densities to the overall density of the board. Similarly, we
use SRDj for super-columns and add another constraint f =
∑
ej where ej is the
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density of the j-th super-column. We call this modelMr+d.
4.2.4 ModelMr+d+b: Specializing for the Border
InMr orMr+d, the super-row (density) constraints involve only super-cell con-
straints. In the next model Mr+d+b, we obtain an even stronger super-row con-
straint by joining also the border constraints. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, define
SRDB′i ≡ SRDi ∧
∧
j∈{1,n}
(SCi,j ∧ xi−1,j + xi,j + xi+1,j < 3).
Then, the super-row constraint with border for rows other than the first and last,
















They are called super-row density border (SRDB) constraints.
4.2.5 ModelM+ SB: Adding Super-blocks
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The BDD for a super-block constraint has 644 nodes. A model M which uses
super-block constraints is denoted as M + SB. Recall in Figure 4.4 that super-
cell constraints are needed to connect the super-row and super-column constraints
among all models. Hence, we can replace these super-cell constraints with super-




Figure 4.9: Arrangement of four super-block constraints in a 9 × 9 board (super-






















































Figure 4.10: (a) Number of nodes in the MDDs for SR, SRD, SRDi and SRD2.
(b) Generation time.
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Mr+d Mr+d+b Mr+d+b + SB
n opt bts time mem bts time mem bts time mem
6 18 881 0.2 5.8 51 0.0 5.6 50 0.0 5.6
7 28 737 0.3 6.1 40 0.0 5.9 36 0.0 5.9
8 36 1881 1.0 6.5 175 0.1 6.1 172 0.1 6.2
9 43 370340 133.0 6.8 4507 2.1 7.0 4224 2.0 6.9
10 54 3304788 1551.5 7.6 75558 45.9 7.2 60010 38.9 10.7
11 64 T.O. 1195619 1034.3 7.4 1134526 1013.5 10.9
12 76 - - - 34235923 28635.8 14.1 33164165 28388.0 12.3
Table 4.3: Experimental results onMr+d,Mr+d+b andMr+d+b + SB.
4.3 Experimental Results on the Models Mr+d, Mr+d+b
andMr+d+b + SB
In this section, we present the experimental results onMr+d,Mr+d+b andMr+d+b+
SB. We first show in Figure 4.10 the sizes and the generation time of the MDDs
for the SR, SRD and SRDB constraints for n from 6 to 20. We include two types of
SRDB constraints, namely SRDB2 which is the super-row on the board edge and
SRDBi which is the super-row inside. While the size of the SR constraint is small,
both SRD and SRDB have a slow exponential growth. This is because the join of
the border and the density function perturbs the “nice” structure of the underlying
SR constraint. However, this is not a problem since n is still small. Furthermore, in
SICStus Prolog, we can share the same MDD (case DAG) among different ad hoc
constraints. Thus, for any fixed n, we only need to generate one MDD for all SR
(SRD or SRDB) constraints to share. Different occurrences of the SRD and SRDB
constraints in a Still-Life problem instance use the same MDD but on different sets
of variables.
From Table 4.3, all three models perform much better than M0 and Mr, as
well as the results in Table 4.2. For example, while n = 10 is difficult for M0
andMr, it is easy for the new models. This justifies the integration of the density
function and the super-row constraint. However, the density function alone is not
enough asMr+d could not solve n = 11 within the time limit. BothMr+d+b and
Mr+d+b +SB could solve n = 11. We only attempted n = 12 withMr+d+b and
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Mr+d+b+SB as this exceeds the time-out andMr+d timed out earlier at n = 11.
Both found the maximum density within 8 hours. Using SB constraints does lead
to more pruning but the improvement is not so significant.
When the search space is too large to be explored completely, an alternative
is to use limited discrepancy search (LDS) [HG95] to find a good solution. With
respect to our labeling strategy, restricting the discrepancy to k means, on the path
leading to the maximum density, there are at most k choice-points in which a low
branch (yi,j ≤ a) is taken. The assumption behind LDS is that a good variable
ordering heuristic makes only a few mistakes to find a solution. Intuitively, this
means that LDS has a higher chance to reach a good solution if the constraints
inside a CP model have more propagation. Note that a fairly tight lower bound
on the maximum density (usually better than the LDS one) can be obtained by
using the symmetrical version of the Still-Life problem. Here, we simply want to
investigate the differences between the models and the effect of propagation on the
maximum density.
Table 4.4 presents the nearest maximum density (best) LDS can find using
a discrepancy factor of 2 for our models. The column “opt” (from [LMN05])
gives the maximum density for different n. A dash indicates that LDS failed and
was unable to find a solution within a discrepancy factor of 2. The number of
backtracks is also given as a measure of the search effort for LDS. Where LDS(2)
gives the optimum, it been emphasized in bold. We see that theM0,Mr,Mr+d
andMr+d + SB mostly give the same results in terms of LDS for up to n = 11.
In most cases, they manage to find the optimum with the exception of n = 7 and
10 where onlyMr+d+b andMr+d+b + SB are able to get the maximum density.
While we do not expect that LDS(2) can give good bounds for Still-Life, we can
still see the effect of the models with stronger constraints. Firstly, even when the
optimum is not obtained, the better propagation of a stronger model does give
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opt M0 Mr Mr+d Mr+d + SB Mr+d+b Mr+d+b + SB
n [LMN05] best bts best bts best bts best bts best bts best bts
6 18 18 54 18 54 18 49 18 49 18 25 18 25
7 28 27 119 27 119 27 106 27 100 28 39 28 36
8 36 36 96 36 96 36 71 36 71 36 40 36 40
9 43 40 184 40 184 40 174 40 174 42 167 42 161
10 54 47 324 47 324 47 324 47 317 54 237 54 227
11 64 64 252 64 252 64 202 64 202 64 169 64 169
12 76 48 341 48 339 48 339 48 339 75 442 75 438
13 90 77 559 77 561 77 561 77 553 85 689 85 689
14 104 100 499 100 499 100 442 100 442 100 446 100 446
15 119 - 490 - 488 - 488 - 488 109 1035 109 1041
16 136 - 811 - 831 - 831 - 822 129 1304 129 1307
17 152 144 846 144 846 144 788 144 788 144 876 144 871
18 171 - 657 - 655 - 655 - 655 153 1636 153 1639
19 190 - 1099 - 1130 - 1130 - 1120 177 2518 180 2483
20 210 196 1307 196 1307 196 1233 196 1233 196 1495 196 1490
Table 4.4: Experimental results on LDS = 2.
improved density for the same discrepancy factor, i.e.,Mr+d+b gives better bounds
thanMr+d for many values of n, andMr+d+b + SB is better thanMr+d+b for
n = 19. Secondly, the stronger models can find (tighter) lower bounds with LDS
more often than the weaker models. In fact, LDS withMr+d+b orMr+d+b + SB
hits 5 out of 6 maximum densities when n < 12.
4.4 Yet More Models
Encouraged by our results, we test two new models with extra or modified ad hoc
constraints. The idea is to further strengthen the connection among local densities
(of super-cells) and other constraints.
4.4.1 ModelM+DY : Linking up Labeling Variables and Local Den-
sities
Given any modelM, we produce a new model,M+DY , in which the density di,j
of a disjoint super-cell and the corresponding auxiliary variable yi,j are connected
by a new ad hoc constraint of the form
DY ≡ ∃u1,...,u9(d =
9∑
i=1
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where ui is a Boolean variable and ∃x means the usual existential quantification.
DY defines the relation between an integer y and the number d of 1’s in its binary
encoding. The use of DY may lead to more propagation. For example, suppose
y ∈ {3, 5}. The values 3 and 5 have two 1’s in their binary encoding. Hence d can
only be 2, which is encoded in the DY constraint. On the other hand, treating the
two sums (of ui’s, d and y) independently, we would get u1 = 1, u2, u3 ∈ 0..1 and
for the rest ui = 0. This gives weaker propagation since we only get d ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
4.4.2 ModelM+ Emb: Local Densities and Super-row Constraints
Recall the super-row density (SRD) constraint inMr+d is stronger in propagation
than the super-row constraint in Mr, due to the stronger connection between the
density of a super-row and the alive-dead conditions of the cells in it. In the second
new model, M + Emb, we move one step further by adding the densities of the
disjoint super-cells into an SRD constraint. Without loss of generality, assume
n = 3m (a multiple of 3). The modified SRD constraint is












The arity of SRD′i is 3n + 1 +m = 10n/3 + 1. The local densities di,3k−1’s are





However, dealing with the local densities along every path individually will cause
an exponential blow-up of the MDD. Our strategy is to “approximate” the values
of each di,3k−1 in the MDD. The correctness of the model is unaffected because
the use of local densities are solely for adding extra information.

















d 0..1 d d1..2 2..3
Part of the case DAG
involving x1, x2 and x3
Extra nodes to approximate the
values of d=x1+x2+x3 along 
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Part of an MDD for a simplified super-row density constraint in (a)
micro and (b) macro levels. In (b) the extra nodes are drawn as circles. The trian-
gles represent the MDDs for the disjoint super-cells in the super-row.
the MDD of a SRD constraint. For the sake of presentation, let us assume a super-
cell has only 3 cells: x1, x2 and x3. Its density is given by d = x1 + x2 + x3.
Observe that if we consider the exact value of d along each path, the MDD will
degenerate into a tree. A practical workaround is to collect the values of d only
at certain locations. One may picture this as the use of some rain collectors for a
reservoir. In our example MDD, all paths from the root must pass through some
nodes for x1, x2 and x3 and reach three different sub-MDDs. Hence, we insert
three nodes for d just above the root of each sub-MDD, where each node captures
all possible values of d reaching it. For instance, the left-most node represents
d ∈ 0..1. To appreciate the extra pruning, consider when d = 2. Propagation on
this new constraint immediately tells x2 = 1, which is not known if the density and
the super-row are not checked together.
Figure 4.11b shows how this construction procedure adds extra nodes. In our
experiments (next section), the use of Emb increases the size of a SRD constraint
by about 16%. The time spent on modifying the MDDs varies from 0.02 to 26.78
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seconds.
4.4.3 Experimental Results on the DY and Emb Models
Table 4.5 presents the results on the new models based on Mr+d+b + SB, the
best model from Section 4.3.4 L is the labeling option (see below). A descending
value ordering is used. The column +DY gives the number of backtracks and the
runtime (in seconds) forMr+d+b + SB +DY ; similarly for +Emb and +DY +
Emb. For each instance (n) and labeling option (L), the least number of backtracks
among models is highlighted in bold. The smallest number of backtracks across
all models for each value of n is highlighted by underlining. Time out (T.O.) is one
hour. In the worst case, the memory used by the new models roughly doubles that
used byMr+d+b + SB, but never exceeds 20 MB.
We evaluated the effects of three value selection heuristics: domain splitting
(x ≤ mid or x > mid, as in previous experiments), two-way branching (x = a or
x 6= a) and enumeration (x = a for each a ∈ dom(x)). Regardless of the model
in use, domain splitting (bisect) gives the best overall result in terms of both num-
ber of backtracks and execution time. Two-way branching (step) always has less
backtracks than enumeration (enum), but is sometimes slower for the new models.
Neither step nor enum can solve for n = 11 within an hour. One reason for the
huge number of backtracks by enum and step is that, as the constraints are weak
and the domain of the labeling variables are large, instantiating a variable near the
top of the search tree may have little pruning. For instance, assigning 3, 5 or 6 to
yi,j gives the same density di,j = 2 (assume no other constraint). As a result, enum
and step are more likely to commit to some wrong, deep search space than bisect.
Two-way branching is slower than enumeration for the new models because the
former generally triggers more constraint checks (for both x = a and x 6= a) than
4Mr+d+b and Mr+d+b + SB have similar runtime, but the latter has less backtracks.
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Mr+d+b + SB +DY +Emb +DY + Emb
n opt L bts time bts time bts time bts time
6 18 bisect 50 0.0 49 0.0 56 0.0 55 0.0
6 18 ff+bisect 51 0.0 49 0.0 62 0.0 52 0.0
6 18 step 1945 0.1 1063 0.2 96 0.0 82 0.0
6 18 ff+step 1534 0.1 903 0.2 112 0.0 92 0.0
6 18 enum 4477 0.2 2619 0.9 261 0.1 224 0.1
6 18 ff+enum 3815 0.2 2429 0.9 260 0.1 222 0.1
7 28 bisect 36 0.0 35 0.0 37 0.0 34 0.0
7 28 ff+bisect 45 0.0 52 0.0 34 0.0 30 0.0
7 28 step 1368 0.1 858 0.2 128 0.1 117 0.1
7 28 ff+step 992 0.0 1451 0.2 77 0.0 72 0.0
7 28 enum 2823 0.2 2041 0.3 247 0.1 220 0.1
7 28 ff+enum 2902 0.1 3209 0.2 162 0.0 150 0.1
8 36 bisect 172 0.1 264 0.1 202 0.2 199 0.3
8 36 ff+bisect 189 0.1 299 0.2 219 0.2 209 0.3
8 36 step 1773 0.3 1602 0.3 364 0.2 353 0.3
8 36 ff+step 1748 0.3 1538 0.3 384 0.3 354 0.3
8 36 enum 3253 0.4 2818 0.4 617 0.3 551 0.4
8 36 ff+enum 3061 0.4 2545 0.4 616 0.3 530 0.4
9 43 bisect 4224 2.0 4653 4.3 4946 5.2 4722 6.6
9 43 ff+bisect 4276 2.2 6487 6.2 4478 5.5 4404 7.0
9 43 step 215581 22.3 162296 43.9 37699 21.5 33002 22.3
9 43 ff+step 158405 17.7 139620 37.7 16476 10.9 15967 12.4
9 43 enum 397714 36.4 293458 36.0 73828 14.3 61792 16.3
9 43 ff+enum 322093 27.9 257653 30.8 29796 8.9 28146 9.8
10 54 bisect 60010 38.9 69913 61.1 70237 136.1 66864 169.9
10 54 ff+bisect 277263 182.9 348248 401.0 737055 1425.8 714733 1749.2
10 54 step 2769162 357.6 2241745 610.0 542646 424.3 500570 465.5
10 54 ff+step 13852027 1442.6 12075421 3180.3 T.O. T.O.
10 54 enum 5293938 600.2 4221366 480.0 949370 289.7 839900 348.5
10 54 ff+enum 27657352 2237.8 23184452 2299.7 6029281 2113.5 5657138 3043.1
11 64 bisect 1134526 1013.5 1348722 1373.4 1289849 2902.0 1246668 3514.5
11 64 ff+bisect 2881215 2418.6 T.O. T.O. T.O.
11 step T.O. T.O. T.O. T.O.
11 ff+step T.O. T.O. T.O. T.O.
11 enum T.O. T.O. T.O. T.O.
11 ff+enum T.O. T.O. T.O. T.O.
Table 4.5: Experimental results on new models.
the latter (for x = a only). When most checks are fruitless, the overhead of the
new constraints becomes the dominating factor. Similar observations on two-way
branching and enumeration are also reported by Smith and Sturdy [SS05b].
Next we compare the first-fail (ff) variable ordering heuristic5 with the lexi-
cographic default. Interestingly, for our models, ff almost always leads to more
backtracks when combined with bisect. When enum or step is used, ff is often a
better choice when n ≤ 9, with a few exceptions, mainly when n = 7 with +DY .
When n = 10, the number of backtracks by ff is an order of magnitude more than
that by the lexicographic order. Overall, the lexicographic variable order is more
robust for our models for the Still-Life problem.
We now analyze how the new models perform. Dramatically, when domain
5The variable with smallest domain is selected first.
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Mr+d+b + SB +DY +Emb +DY + Emb
n opt bts time bts time bts time bts time
6 18 92 0.0 92 0.0 92 0.0 92 0.0
7 28 272 0.0 272 0.0 272 0.0 272 0.1
8 36 420 0.1 420 0.1 420 0.2 415 0.3
9 43 7797 2.2 7797 4.2 7797 5.2 7797 6.4
10 54 151034 42.0 151034 58.4 151034 129.6 151034 164.6
11 64 2301599 1050.8 2301599 1306.3 2301599 2796.4 2301594 3450.5
Table 4.6: Experimental results on new models with fixed domain splitting posi-
tions.
splitting is used, the new models often (n ≥ 8) have more backtracks and take
longer to finish execution. When we inspected the search trees, we found the new
constraints indeed give more pruning, i.e., more “holes” in the domains of the
variables. However, these holes (or bounds) seem to upset the balance of the search
tree by shifting the domain splitting positions. Since for Still-Life (or generally for
optimization problem) we are likely to visit a large part of the search tree, making
the tree unbalanced may lead to a longer traversal. To investigate this phenomenon,
we tested our four models with fixed splitting positions (initial lower and upper
bounds are always 0 and 511; subsequent splitting positions are independent to the
actual domain). This time almost all models give the same number of backtracks
(Table 4.6). Some exceptions happen when n is 8 or 11, in whichMr+d+b+SB+
DY + Emb has 5 less backtracks than others.
Results on enum and step, are expected: less backtracks with the new mod-
els. In particular, combining local densities with the super-row density constraints
(+Emb) reduces the number of backtracks by at least an order of magnitude for
all n. In contrast, +DY is less useful, sometimes even counter-productive (when
n = 7). The overhead of the new constraints is sometimes significant for larger n.
For instance, when n = 9, +Emb with step and ff cannot finish within time limit.
Although the DY and Emb models do not give overall better results than
Mr+d+b + SB with bisect, they give us some counter-intuitive insights. Our
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results suggest that, (for domain splitting) the balance of a search tree is as im-
portant as the actual pruning power of the constraints. An interesting question is
whether this holds true for other optimization problems.
4.5 An Overview of the Modeling Approach
Since we have covered many models, some of which are quite detailed, it is use-
ful to recap some of the general principles we have applied. We started with the
primitive model M0, which consists of only weak arithmetic super-cell and bor-
der constraints. Making use of the structural elements and properties in Still-Life,
we have aggregated the constraints in the basic model to get bigger and stronger
constraints. Essentially we just added on more and more constraints toM0 to get
Mr, Mr+d and Mr+d+b (SB, DY and others). Ad hoc constraints turn out to
be useful because they give a simple way of creating complex, problem specific
constraints for more propagation.
From the basicM0 model, the first extension was to combine super-cells into
super-rows. Then, we created Mr+d by pushing local densities into super-rows.
Finally, inMr+d+b, super-row density constraints were integrated with border con-
straints. Together with super-blocks,Mr+d+b+SB is our best model for Still-Life.
Moving further along the same strategy, we tried to enhance the model with DY
and Emb constraints. This time the improvement is little and is outweighed by the
overhead.
We would like to emphasize that we have demonstrated a semi-systematic
cookbook methodology that uses ad hoc constraints to enhance a model — the fea-
sibility of ad hoc constraints allows us to preprocess and combine the implicit re-
lationship among smaller constraints, which results in potential gains in constraint
propagation. The manual part of the process is to determine the combination steps;
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the rest of the process is quite systematic. An interesting and future direction is
to determine if the models developed here can be obtained through an automated
procedure.
4.6 Summary and Future Work
Using ad hoc MDD constraints, it is possible to get much more propagation for
Still-Life. The number of backtracks is significantly better than the CP models in
[BT04, PSYS04, Smi02]. In particular, the Mr+d+b + SB is comparable to the
hybrid CP/IP model [BT04] (sometimes more pruning and sometimes less). While
it is difficult to compare our MDD constraints with IP, we conjecture from the re-
sults that they have similar pruning power. In the CP/IP model, some of the IP
constraints had to be removed due to the high overhead. Although the cost of pre-
processing the BDDs and MDDs also increases with the complexity of constraints,
the trade-off seems to be more manageable. It might be interesting to hybridize our
MDD constraints and the IP model.
The best result on Still-Life is with bucket elimination [LMN05]. This is be-
cause the Life constraints are quite localized, as such, pure constraint propagation
and search cannot be as good. Actually, solving n× n Still-Life with bucket elim-
ination is Θ(n2 · 23n) [LMN05], whereas the size of the search space explored by
a standard branch-and-bound search is O(2n2). In Chapter 6, we will introduce
a new search strategy that, when is applied to our super-row model, shrinks the
search space to O((2n)dn/3e).
The use of ad hoc MDD constraints is not limited to Still-Life. On the contrary,
MDD constraints are a general tool that improves a CP model at a lower level, when
a model is compiled. They are thus orthogonal to other high level optimization
techniques that deal with the semantics of a model, such as implied constraints and
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symmetries.




For some problems such as Still-Life, we can compile a logical constraint into an
MDD constraint. But for many others, the MDD constraints are too large to be
built. For example, an MDD that represents the n! permutations of n distinct inte-
gers has exponential number of nodes, yet a conjunction of n(n− 1)/2 disequality
constraints implicitly capture the permutations in polynomial space.
Despite the advances in consistency algorithms on primitive logical constraints
such as disjunction [vHD91, vHSD98, Lho03], conjunction [BR98, BR99, Lho04]
and negation [BR97, Lho04], the representations and applications of (large) logi-
cal constraints have received little attention. To the best of our knowledge, there
are two relevant papers [BW05, CLS03]. In the first paper [BW05], Bacchus and
Walsh showed many global constraints are actually logical constraints. For exam-
ple, the global constraint “〈x1, . . . , xr〉 is lexicographically less than 〈y1, . . . , yr〉”
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is equivalent to the logical constraint
(x1 < y1)
∨ (x1 = y1 ∧ x2 < y2)
∨ (x1 = y1 ∧ x2 = y2 ∧ x3 < y3)
∨ · · ·
∨ (x1 = y1 ∧ · · · ∧ xr−1 = yr−1 ∧ xr < yr).
This means logical constraints, similar to ad hoc constraints, can be a simple but
flexible building block to model complex global constraints. In another paper
[CLS03], Cheng et al. gave a method that converts an ad hoc numerical constraint
into a logical constraint formulated in disjunctive normal form (DNF):
m∨
i=1
(Ci(x1, . . . , xr) ∧
r∧
j=1
aij ≤ xj ≤ bij)
where Ci is an inequality, aij and bij are integers. This DNF representation is
called a box constraint collection (BCC). For example, the BCC of the constraint
in Figure 5.1 is
(y − x ≤ 2 ∧ 1 ≤ x ≤ 3 ∧ 3 ≤ y ≤ 5) ∨ (x− y ≤ 2 ∧ 3 ≤ x ≤ 5 ∧ 1 ≤ y ≤ 3).
Their method works best when the ad hoc constraint has well defined semantics,
but are too complicated to be identified by human.
From our experience on ad hoc constraints, a suitable representation of a con-
straint is as important as a clever consistency algorithm — replacing a table with
an MDD, a simpler and faster GAC algorithm becomes readily available. There-
fore, in this chapter we propose a new representation of logical constraints, called
constrained decision diagram (CDD). Intuitively speaking, a CDD is a mix of con-
straints and an MDD (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.1: A graphical representation of an ad hoc constraint. The x and y-axes
represent the domains of the variables x and y respectively. A cell at (i, j) is






· · · Gd
Ed
Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of a constrained decision diagram G =
cdd({E1/G1, . . . , Ed/Gd}). The gray dot depicts the (non-terminal) root node.
A branch Ek/Gk is drawn as a directed edge, labeled with Ek, from the root of G
to Gk.
Definition 5.1 (Constrained decision diagram [CY05b]). A constrained deci-
sion diagram (CDD) is either the t-terminal (tt), the f-terminal (ff), or a directed
acyclic graph of the form
G = cdd({E1/G1, . . . , Ed/Gd})
whereG1, . . . , Gd are CDDs, andE1, . . . , Ed are splitting constraints. EachEk/Gk
(1 ≤ k ≤ d) is a branch of G and Gk is a sub-CDD of G. Sub-CDDs can be iden-
tical, or shared. A graphical representation is given in Figure 5.2.
Consequently, an MDD is a CDD with all splitting constraints of the form
x = a, for some integer a; in particular, a BDD when each a ∈ {0, 1}.
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Definition 5.2 (CDD constraint). Let G be a CDD and C a set of constraints. A





C∈CC : G = tt
False : G = ff
∨d
k=1 Φ(C ∪ {Ek}, Gk) : G = cdd({E1/G1, . . . , Ed/Gd})
In particular, a CDD constraint (represented by G) is Φ(G) ≡ Φ(∅, G).
Analogous to MDD constraints, only tt is necessary to define CDD con-
straints. Nevertheless, ff can be represented by cdd({False/tt}).
Example 5.1. The CDD in Figure 5.3 represents the constraint
Φ(G)
≡ Φ({x1 ≤ 5}, G1) ∨ Φ({x2 6= x3}, G2) ∨Φ({x1 = 7}, G3)
≡ Φ({x1 ≤ 5, x2 < x1}, G4) ∨ Φ({x2 6= x3, x2 ≤ 5}, G4)∨
Φ({x2 6= x3, x2 ≥ 5}, G5) ∨ Φ({x1 = 7, x3 > 2}, G5)
≡ Φ({x1 ≤ 5, x2 < x1, x1 = x3}, tt) ∨ Φ({x2 6= x3, x2 ≤ 5, x1 = x3}, tt)∨
Φ({x2 6= x3, x2 ≥ 5, x1 6= x3}, tt) ∨ Φ({x1 = 7, x3 > 2, x1 6= x3}, tt)
≡ (x1 ≤ 5 ∧ x2 < x1 ∧ x1 = x3) ∨ (x2 6= x3 ∧ x2 ≤ 5 ∧ x1 = x3)∨
(x2 6= x3 ∧ x2 ≥ 5 ∧ x1 6= x3) ∨ (x1 = 7 ∧ x3 > 2 ∧ x1 6= x3)
The advantage of CDD over MDD is its expressiveness and compactness —
the former from the rich language of constraint and the latter from the principle
of structural sharing. The next definition of a reduced CDD1 generalizes that of a
1In principle, “reducedness” is not compulsory when a CDD is used to represent a logical con-
straint. In practice, however, a reduced CDD is (exponentially) smaller and repeated computations




x1 ≤ 5 x2 6= x3 x1 = 7
x2 < x1 x2 ≤ 5 x2 ≥ 5 x3 > 2
x1 = x3 x1 6= x3
Figure 5.3: A constrained decision diagram. The gray square depicts the t-terminal.
Note that the splitting constraints of a node (e.g., see the root of G) can have dif-
ferent scopes, and a variable can appear multiple times along a path from the root
to the t-terminal.
reduced MDD (BDD).
Definition 5.3 (Sub-CDD, reduced CDD). Let G1 and G2 be two CDDs. G1 is
a sub-CDD of G2 if E/G1 is a branch of G2 (E is a splitting constraint) or G1 is a
sub-CDD of a sub-CDD of G2. A CDD is reduced iff it has no distinct sub-CDDs
G′ and G′′ such that Φ(G′) ≡ Φ(G′′) and var(G′) = var(G).
That is to say, a CDD is reduced iff every sub-CDD represents a different con-
straint. Notice that our definition of a reduced CDD is independent to the syntax of
the splitting constraints. Figure 5.4 shows two non-reduced and one reduced CDD
that represent the same constraint.
Up to now, we have presented CDDs from a high level perspective, because
we would like to use them as a generic representation of logical constraints. In the
next section, we illustrate one of the many potential applications of CDDs: to rep-
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Figure 5.4: Three CDDs representing the same constraint. (a) G′ is not reduced
because Φ(G1) ≡ (x2 ≤ 3∧x2 = 0) ≡ (x2 = 0) ≡ Φ(G2). (b) G′′ is not reduced
since Φ(G2) and Φ(G3) are equivalent. (c) G is reduced. The constraints C1, C2
and C3 are irrelevant to our example.
resent the solutions of a CSP (a conjunctive constraint) exactly or approximately.
As shown in the previous chapter, being able to compile a (sub-)problem into a
compact ad hoc constraint is invaluable to CP modeling. For small or structural
problems such as Still-Life, we can of course make an MDD to exactly represent
the solutions. But for large problems (with random constraints), MDDs (or CDDs)
blow up exponentially, leaving approximation the only feasible option. Nonethe-
less, the approximating CDD constraints may still be useful implied constraints
that trigger extra propagation during search. The scalability of CDD and its prun-
ing power are evaluated in Section 5.2, followed by possible implementations of
CDDs.
5.1 Representing Solutions with CDD
Here we describe how to compile a CSP into a CDD, which can later be used as
a more compact encoding of the solution space of the CSP, or as an implied con-
straint when we solve a bigger CSP. We can also use it as a compact data structure
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for indexing, within an algorithm that enforces GAC on a conjunctive constraint
[Lho04, BR98, BR99]. Let us begin with the following definition:
Definition 5.4 (Weak/exact CDD representation). Let P and G be a CSP
and a CDD respectively. G weakly represents P iff sol(P) |= Φ(G). That is,
Φ(G) is a so-called implied constraint for the CSP. G (exactly) represents P, when
Φ(G) ≡ sol(P). Accordingly, G is a weak/exact CDD representation of the CSP.
One way to obtain a weak/exact CDD representation of a CSP is to transform
the depth-first search tree for the CSP into a CDD. This is straightforward because
a search tree is indeed a tree-like CDD (analogous to a trie and an MDD). The next
example illustrates the ideas.
Example 5.2. Let P = ({x1, x2},C) be a CSP and the domains are dom(x1) =
{1, 2, 3} and dom(x2) = {1, 2, 3, 4}. We assume there are some constraints in
C and upon solving P, a depth-first backtracking search tree, as shown in Figure
5.5a, is generated. By mapping all leaf nodes to the (single) terminal node tt
and every search state to a (distinct) CDD node, we transform the search tree to
a CDD G1 in Figure 5.5b. In this example, G1 is also reduced. Observe that the
CDD represents P because all and only solutions are stored along the paths from
the root of G1 to the terminal node. Traversing the paths one can find all solutions
in a backtrack-free fashion, without the original constraints in C.
The CDD G′1 in Figure 5.5c is a weak representation of P. For instance,
{(x1, 1), (x2, 4)} is a solution of Φ(G′1) but not of P. Indeed, G′1 is obtained
from G1 by merging G2 and G3, the two sub-CDDs of G1, into a single CDD G4.
Clearly, Φ(G4) ≡ Φ(G2) ∨ Φ(G3). Nevertheless, it is a useful implied constraint
because it removes the assignments (x1, 2) and (x2, 2), which do not appear in any
solution of the CSP.
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x1 ∈ {1, 2, 3}
x2 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
u1

























x1 = 1 x1 = 3




x1 ∈ {1, 3}
x2 ∈ {1, 3, 4}
(c)
Figure 5.5: (a) A depth-first backtracking search tree for solving P. The four
solutions are given at the leaves (doubly edged round rectangles). Each round
rectangle represents a search state, labeled with the domains of the unassigned
variables. For every assignment, there is an arrow from one search state to another.
Dead-ends are marked with a cross (×). (b) The CDD G1 represents P. Each
CDD node Gk corresponds to a search state uk in the search tree. (c) The CDD G′1
weakly represents P.
There are many possible methods to obtain a weak CDD representation. For
presentation’s sake, we use a simple, problem independent operation. Let G =
cdd(B) and G′ = cdd(B′) be two CDDs. A locally combined CDD, denoted as
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cdd(B ∪B′) : for all (Ei/Gi) ∈ B, (Ej/Gj) ∈ B′,
if Ei ≡ Ej and var(Ei) = var(Ej)
then Gi ≡ Gj and var(Gi) = var(Gj)
NIL : otherwise
The value NIL means the operation fails and no CDD is created. The locally
combined CDD represents Φ(G⊕G′) ≡ Φ(G)∨Φ(G′). In Example 5.1, the CDD
G4 = G2 ⊕G3:
G2 = cdd({(x = 1)/tt,(x = 2)/ff,(x = 3)/tt })
G3 = cdd({ (x = 2)/ff,(x = 3)/tt,(x = 4)/tt})
G4 = cdd({(x = 1)/tt,(x = 2)/ff,(x = 3)/tt,(x = 4)/tt}).
We now present cddMaker, which creates a CDD that (weakly) represents a
CSP P = (X,C). It uses the ideas in the previous example. By choosing the
splitting constraint to be of the form x = a, each CDD node will be like cdd({(x =
a1)/G1, . . . , (x = ad)/Gd}). This makes a CDD resemble an MDD and can be
implemented using mddc or case. In spite of that, we can use other splitting
constraints such as x ≤ a and x > a (i.e., bisection). Figure 5.8 depicts two CDDs
returned by cddMaker.
Figure 5.6 gives the pseudo-code of cddMaker. The algorithm is akin to dfs
and mddReduce. If a solution is found, the t-terminal is returned (line 21). If
the current CSP is unsatisfiable, the f-terminal is returned (line 22). Otherwise, we
build a CDD G that (weakly) represents the current search state as follows: Firstly,
we select an unassigned variable x and initialize an empty set B of branches. Sec-
ondly, we assign the variable with every value ak in its domain and enforce con-
sistency such as GAC (via prune) on the new sub-problem (line 23). Thirdly, for
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this sub-problem, we construct recursively a sub-CDD Gk of G and add the branch
(x = ak)/Gk to B. Finally, upon collecting all branches, we call makeNode to
make a (new) CDD node for G (line 24).
Given the set B of branches, makeNode first makes a temporary CDD G
(line 25). If there is another CDD G′ in the set G of all created CDDs such that
Φ(G) and Φ(G′) are equivalent, the old CDD will be reused and returned (line 26).
This guarantees the final CDD is reduced. Otherwise, if we are computing a weak
representation, we search in G for a CDD G′ which can be locally combined with
G (line 27). If it is found, we replace G′ with G⊕G′ (line 28) and return the newly
combined CDD. If there is no match (G is new), we add G to the store G (line 29)
and return the new CDD.
We mark a dead-end explicitly with ff (line 22 of cddMaker) so as to retain
the information about the dead-ends in the final CDD. This is crucial since our goal
is to create an implied constraint for extra pruning. For example, if the dead-ends
(ff) are not recorded, the CDDs cdd({(x = 1)/G, (x = 2)/ff}) and cdd({(x =
1)/ff, (x = 2)/G}) can be locally combined as cdd({(x = 1)/G, (x = 2)/G}),
which is mostly too weak as an implied constraint (triggers little or no extra prop-
agation).
Proposition 5.1. Let P = (X,C) be a CSP. If the consistency algorithm prune
always terminates and does not delete any solution of P, cddMaker(X,C) al-
ways terminates and creates a reduced CDD G that (weakly) represents P, that is,
sol(P) |= Φ(G).
Proof. The execution of cddMaker always terminates because, at each recursive
step, a variable is assigned with every (distinct) value in its domain, and there are
only finitely many variables and values in the domains. We prove by induction that
the output CDD is a (weak) representation of the input CSP. The ground cases are
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cddMaker(X,C)
/* create a CDD G that (weakly) represents P = (X,C) */
begin
if all variables in X are assigned then
return tt21
if ∃x ∈ X : dom(x) = ∅ then
return ff22
choose an unassigned variable x ∈ X
B := ∅
foreach ak ∈ dom(x) do
(X ′,C′) := prune(X,C ∪ {x = ak}) /* e.g., GAC */23
/* x = ak corresponds to a branching decision in dfs */
/* other constraints (e.g., x < ak and ≥ ak) can also be used, */
/* which correspond to other branching decisions (e.g., bisection) */
Gk := cddMaker(X ′,C′)
B := B ∪ {(x = ak)/Gk}
return makeNode(B) /* (new) CDD G = cdd(B) */24
end
makeNode(B)
/* G is a global variable that stores all CDDs */
begin
create a (temporary) CDD G = cdd(B)25
/* exact matching */
if ∃G′ ∈ G such that Φ(G) ≡ Φ(G′) and var(G) = var(G′) then26
G := G′ /* reuse */
/* approximate matching */
else if ∃G′ ∈ G such that G⊕G′ 6= NIL then27
G := G⊕G′ /* combine */
G := (G \ {G′}) ∪ {G}
redirect all incoming edges of G′ to G28
else29
G := G ∪ {G}
return G
end
Figure 5.6: Pseudo-code of cddMaker and makeNode.
true because, by definition, sol(P) |= Φ(tt); also, given that prune does not re-
move any solution of the CSP, cddMaker returns ff only when the (current) CSP
is definitely unsatisfiable, i.e., sol (P) = ∅ = Φ(ff). At the recursive step, we re-
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call that a branch (x = ak)/Gk is constructed and put into a set B for every value
ak in the domain dom(x) of the current variable x. Our assumption on prune guar-
antees that the domain must contain the value ak if the assignment (x, ak) is in any
solution of the CSP. By the induction hypothesis, every CDD Gk is reduced and is
a (weak) representation of the sub-problem Pk = (X,C ∪ {x = ak}). To show
makeNode(B) makes a reduced CDD G = cdd(B) that (weakly) represents P,
observe that makeNode always returns a CDD G′ such that either Φ(G) ≡ Φ(G′)
(lines 26, 29) or Φ(G) |= Φ(G′) (line 27).
The CDD returned by cddMaker is not canonical; choices like when and how
to combine different CDD nodes affect the final shape of the CDD. This flexibility
is important because our objective is to find an implied constraint that is small
yet useful in pruning. This differs from BDD or MDD, whose major applications
require fast equivalent checking and thus being canonical is critical.
Let G be a CDD returned by cddMaker for some CSP P = (X,C). Instead of
using Φ(G) as an implied constraint, the algorithm cddLabel in Figure 5.7 looks
up a solution of P by traversing G recursively. Consistency is maintained at every
CDD node.
We believe cddLabel is useful when we need to solve the same CSP over
and over again, potentially with some small, additional constraints. For exam-
ple, in order to enforce GAC on a conjunction of a set C of constraints, Bessie`re
and Re´gin [BR98, BR99] considered a CSP P = (X,C) where X is the set of
variables constrained by C. To find a support for an assignment (x, a), their mod-
ified seekSupport is actually dfs that finds a solution of P such that x = a is
satisfied. This becomes prohibitive when the conjunction is large or when P is
difficult to solve, as the same unsatisfiable sub-problems may be re-solved many
times. Instead we can prepare a CDD G that weakly represents P, and replace
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cddLabel(X,C, G)
begin
if all variables in X are assigned then
return DONE
if ∃x ∈ X : dom(x) = ∅ then
return FAILED
if G = ff then
/* a dead-end found by cddMaker */
return FAILED
if G = tt then
/* switch to dfs since Φ(G) ≡ True */
return dfs(X,C)
let G = cdd(B)
foreach branch (x = ak)/Gk ∈ B such that ak ∈ dom(x) do
(X ′,C′) := prune(X,C ∪ {x = ak})
if cddLabel(X ′,C′, Gk) is DONE then return DONE
return FAILED
end
Figure 5.7: Pseudo-code of cddLabel.
seekSupport with cddLabel(X,C ∪ {x = a}, G).
As a final remark, despite a CDD using split constraints of the form x = a
being akin to an MDD, and thus implementable using mddc or case, they are
different in principle because, during construction and evaluation, constraint prop-
agation happens inside a CDD, but outside an MDD. This makes CDDs much more
scalable than MDDs, in terms of memory.
5.2 Experimental Results
We implemented a prototype of cddMaker in SICStus Prolog 3.12.3. The function
makeNode was written in C. Mapping the root of every CDD G to an integer,
the CDD nodes are stored in an integer array cdd such that cdd[G][i][ak]
is Gk for every branch (xi = ak)/Gk of G. If we are computing an exact CDD
representation of a CSP, we use a hash table for fast exact matching. On the other
hand, if we are interested in a weak CDD representation, we simply put the nodes
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n 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
s 92 352 724 2680 14200 73712 365596 2279184
Table 5.1: Number of solutions (s) of the n-queens problem.
in a linked list (per variable) because, to decide which CDD nodes to be locally
combined, makeNode has to scan the entire set of CDD nodes sequentially. In
our implementation, it always checks every existing CDD node and chooses the
one that shares most branches with the new (temporary) node. Although this effects
the efficiency as the number of CDD nodes increases, this is not important in this
experiment because we are only interested in the scalability of CDD in terms of
size and its pruning power as an implied constraint. Experiments were run on a PC
running Windows XP, with a P4 2.6 GHz CPU and 1 GB physical memory.
We selected the n-queens problem for benchmarking. Finding a compact rep-
resentation for all the solutions of the n-queens problem is challenging for two
reasons. First, due to the permutation nature of the problem, compression methods
by just suffix or prefix sharing on the solution set, such as to use a trie or an MDD
(Figure 5.8a), are doomed to memory explosion quickly. Second, its number of so-
lutions (Table 5.1) grows exponentially with n, which makes scalability important.
The n-queens problem is to place n queens on an n× n chess board such that
no two queens attack each other. Our model has n variables x1, . . . , xn whose
domain ranges from 1 to n. An assignment (xi, j) means the queen is placed in the
i-th row and the j-th column. For every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, the no-attack constraints
are
xi 6= xj
xi + j 6= xj + i
xi + i 6= xj + j
To study the relationship between the strength of consistency (enforced by prune)
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Figure 5.8: (a) An exact, MDD-like representation of the 10 solutions of the 5-
queens problem has 31 non-terminal nodes. To avoid clustering, we label the graph
this way: for any CDD node at the same level of the variable xi, the outgoing edge
with label a corresponds to xi = a. (b) A weak CDD representation returned
by cddMaker (using bounds consistency) needs 3 nodes. We use membership
constraints such as x1 ∈ 2..4 instead drawing multiple edges (with x1 = 2, etc)
between two CDD nodes.
and the size of the CDD returned by cddMaker, we try two versions of the no-
attack constraints. The first consists of the three separate arithmetic constraints,
which achieve bounds consistency. The second combines the three constraints into
a single ad hoc constraint
NoAttack(xi, xj) ≡ (xi 6= xj) ∧ (xi + j 6= xj + i) ∧ (xi + i 6= xj + j).
We implemented it with the built-in table constraint relation, which achieves arc
consistency.
We ran two experiments. The first examines the scalability of our CDD rep-
resentation. The second tests whether the (implied) CDD constraints are useful in
propagation. We begin with the first experiment. Figure 5.9 plots the number of
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CDD nodes against n; it also includes the number of non-terminal nodes of a trie
that keeps all solutions of the problem. We did not physically construct the tries.
The plot clearly shows the difficulty in obtaining a compact data structure for
the solutions of the n-queens problem. Consider the 15-queens problem, which has
about 2.3× 106 solutions. Using prefix sharing alone, the trie has 1.6× 107 nodes.
With prefix and suffix sharing, the exact CDD representation still has 3.2 × 106
nodes. In contrast, the weak CDD representation has 2.9× 105 nodes — a 10-fold
memory saving from 298 MB to 31 MB.2
The weak CDD representation is up to 23% smaller when arc consistency, in-
stead of bounds consistency, is maintained within cddMaker. This is because the
search tree is smaller when the pruning is stronger. Besides, since there are fewer
the dead-ends, more CDD nodes can be locally combined.
Table 5.2 gives the runtime of cddMaker. Compared with the time to find all
solutions of the n-queens problem, cddMaker takes 15 to 55 percent more time
to construct an exact CDD representation. To make a weak CDD representation is
even longer: the building time is about three hours for 15-queens. This is because
makeNode always iterates over the existing CDD nodes for local combinations.
In the future we will investigate how to obtain a weak CDD representation by
manipulating CDDs symbolically, analogous to BDDs and MDDs.
In the second experiment, we examine the pruning power of the (implied) CDD
constraints returned by cddMaker. We invented an artificial problem called the
(m,n)-queens problem, which comprises m different n-queens problems on m
disjoint sets of variables {xni+1, . . . , xni+n}, where i ranges from 0 to m − 1











2Reported by the predicate statistics in SICStus Prolog.























Figure 5.9: Number of nodes in a trie, an exact and a weak CDD representation
against number of queens (n) for representing all solutions of the n-queens prob-
lem. Since the shape of a weak CDD representation depends on the level of propa-
gation enforced within cddMaker, we give the results when arc consistency (AC)
and bounds consistency (BC) are used.
BC AC
n enum exact weak enum exact weak
8 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02
9 0.05 0.08 0.13 0.08 0.11 0.11
10 0.22 0.34 0.31 0.39 0.45 0.44
11 1.09 1.58 1.58 1.88 2.19 2.33
12 5.77 7.88 8.06 10.16 12.11 12.25
13 30.97 42.86 61.08 58.58 68.80 80.41
14 179.95 245.48 648.64 346.34 406.38 674.06
15 1113.31 1576.83 13324.31 2257.44 2851.59 10481.38
Table 5.2: Runtime (in seconds) of cddMaker to enumerate all solutions (enum)
and to construct an exact or a weak CDD representation of the n-queens problem.
on all variables (all m problems are connected). The coefficients ai’s are randomly
chosen between 1 and n (inclusive). The variables are assigned in lexicographic
order, and the smallest domain value is selected first. The CDD constraints were
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implemented with case, which enforces GAC. The equality constraint achieves
bounds consistency.
Table 5.3 gives the runtime (in seconds) and the number of backtracks (bts)
for solving the (4, n)-queens problem, where n is 10, 11 or 12. For each n,
there are 50 random instances that can be solved in 5 minutes. In the table, the
column “NoAttack” means the model uses only NoAttack constraints, “exact”
means the model uses only four exact CDD constraints (representing n-queens),
and “NoAttack+weak” means the model uses NoAttack and implied, weak CDD
constraints. The number in brackets is the ratio
X for solving (4, n)-queens using Y
X for solving (4, n)-queens using NoAttack
where X is either runtime or number of backtracks, and Y is either exact CDD con-
straints or NoAttack with weak CDD constraints. Notice that the ratio is smaller
when the problem is solved faster in the presence of the weak or exact CDD con-
straints.
NoAttack exact NoAttack+weak
n time bts time bts time bts
10 29.05 203283 3.59 (0.12) 38919 (0.19) 18.52 (0.64) 106490 (0.52)
11 34.79 217939 5.36 (0.15) 35063 (0.16) 21.50 (0.62) 99764 (0.46)
12 33.32 194893 7.50 (0.23) 30963 (0.16) 19.42 (0.58) 85822 (0.44)
Table 5.3: Average number of backtracks and runtime for solving the (4, n)-queens
problem.
As expected, the number of backtracks and the search time decrease when the
NoAttack constraints of the n-queens problem are replaced by one single CDD
constraint, or when the weak CDD constraints are added to the original constraints.
From the ratios, we can see the CDD constraints cut more backtracks when n
increases.
Regarding the search time, the improvement by the exact CDD constraints de-
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Decision Diagram Constraints Used
Binary decision diagram (BDD) [Bry86] x = 0, x = 1
Multi-valued decision diagram (MDD) [SKMB90] x = d
Equational BDD (EQ-BDD) [GvdP00] x = y
Difference decision diagram (DDD) [MLAH99] x < y + c
Interval decision diagram (IDD) [ST98] x ∈ S
BDD with non-linear constraints [CABN97] Non-linear constraints
BDD with first-order predicate logic [GT03] First-order predicate logic
Table 5.4: Family of decision diagrams.
creases when the problem grows, because the exact CDD becomes large and en-
forcing GAC on it becomes expensive. On the other hand, the improvement by
the weak CDD constraints increases with n, because the CDDs remain small. (For
12-queens, the exact CDD has 33550 nodes; the weak CDD has 2940.)
5.3 Summary and Future Work
The idea of combining constraints and decision diagrams is not new; Table 5.4
summarizes the decision diagrams that use constraints. In spite of that, these de-
cision diagrams have very problem-specific applications in areas such as model
checking and verification, and have never been used for solving CSPs or represent-
ing constraints. On the contrary, CDD is a generic, flexible representation of arbi-
trary logical constraints. We have discussed its potential applications as an implied
constraint, and as an internal data structure of a GAC algorithm on conjunctive
constraints [BR98, BR99]. In the future, we will investigate how to use CDD to
improve constraint solving. For example, Anderson et al. [AHHT07] demonstrated
the potential benefits in search and propagation by using an MDD-based constraint
store. We conjecture a CDD would be a more flexible and powerful alternative for
this purpose.
When we presented cddMaker and in our experiments, the CDDs are in fact
MDDs. Although this means the CDDs can be implemented using mddc or case,
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the restriction makes the CDDs less powerful than it would be — in theory we
can use arbitrary constraints in a CDD. To achieve this flexibility, we must be able
to enforce consistency such as GAC on a CDD. Here we select three consistency
algorithms [LW93, BW05, BY06] that seem promising for CDDs. They are chosen
because they were designed to enforce consistency on large logical constraints with
different logical operations.
Generalized propagation (GP) [LW93] in the constraint logic programming
(CLP) paradigm [JL87] is capable to enforce consistency on any constraints written
as a CLP. This is done by means of a topological branch-and-bound search, which
unfolds and executes the CLP in a depth-first fashion, and computes the most spe-
cific generalization of the set of solutions alongside. GP is available in the library
propia of the constraint solver Eclipse [AW07].
Example 5.3. Consider the logical constraint
(x ≤ 4)
∨ (x ≤ 3 ∧ (x 6= 5 ∨ x = 9))
∨ (x ≥ 6)
The domain of x is {1, . . . , 10}. When generalized propagation begins, the new
domain D of x is empty. The logical constraint is then evaluated recursively as
follows. First, we go to the top disjunct x ≤ 4 and set D to {1, 2, 3, 4}. Next,
we move on to the middle disjunct and stop at x ≤ 3. It is unnecessary to eval-
uate x 6= 5 ∨ x = 9 because x ≤ 3 |= x ∈ D; it is impossible to enlarge
D in this sub-constraint. Finally, we reach the bottom disjunct and expand D
to {1, . . . , 4, 6, . . . , 10}. Since all “branches” have been explored or pruned, the
search terminates, with 5 being removed from the domain of x.
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step constraint domain
1 x ≤ 4 x ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
2 x ≤ 3 x ∈ {1, 2, 3}
3 x 6= 5 x ∈ {1, . . . , 4, 6, . . . , 10}
4 x = 9 x ∈ {9}
5 x 6= 5 ∨ x = 9 x ∈ {1, . . . , 4, 6, . . . , 10}
6 x ≤ 3 ∧ (x 6= 5 ∨ x = 9) x ∈ {1, 2, 3}
7 x ≥ 6 x ∈ {6, . . . , 10}
8 x ≤ 4 ∨ (x ≤ 3 ∧ (x 6= 5 ∨ x = 9)) ∨ x ≥ 6 x ∈ {1, . . . , 4, 6, . . . , 10}
Table 5.5: Steps taken by the procedures in [BW05] to to enforce consistency on
x ≤ 4 ∨ (x ≤ 3 ∧ (x 6= 5 ∨ x = 9)) ∨ x ≥ 6 (cf. Example 5.3).
Bacchus and Walsh [BW05] gave a few polynomial time, bottom-up proce-
dures that enforce consistency on a logical constraint (see Table 5.5 for an exam-
ple). Whether GAC is achieved depends on the nature of the actual constraints.
Finally, Brand and Yap [BY06] studied how to propagate a logical constraint
from a programming perspective. They defined several operators for finer controls
of when (not) to propagate a particular sub-constraint, aiming at avoiding unnec-
essary computation. Currently the operators only work on tree-like CDDs.
While the above consistency algorithms can be used immediately on a reduced
CDD, they all (implicitly) unfold the CDD into a tree, which is undesirable. There-
fore, an important future work is to adapt these algorithms for CDDs, so that they
take into account of the fact that a CDD is a directed acyclic graph (as what happens
in mddc).
Chapter 6
Search Space Reduction and
Russian Doll Search
We have earlier described a fast GAC algorithm on ad hoc (MDD) constraints, and
methods of building strong (implied) ad hoc constraints. To solve a hard com-
binatorial problem, one must also know where and how to search. Search space
reduction is therefore the main subject of this chapter; in particular, we focus on
solving constraint optimization problems.
Definition 6.1 (Constraint optimization problem). In a constraint optimization
problem (COP)Q = (X ∪ Y ∪ {z},C), each variable is either a problem variable
(P-var) xi ∈ X, an objective variable (O-var) yj ∈ Y , or the objective z. The





For every yj ∈ Y , there is in C an objective constraint (O-constraint) of the form
yj = Fj(x1, . . . , xr), where {x1, . . . , xr} ⊆ X and Fj is a function that maps
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/* loop until the problem is unsatisfiable */
while dfs(X ∪ Y ∪ {z},C′) is DONE do30
lb := θ[z] /* θ is the current solution */
C′ := C′ ∪ {z > lb} /* find a better solution with a larger z */
return lb
end
Figure 6.1: Pseudo-code of bnb.
every {(x1, a1), . . . , (xr, ar)} to some b ∈ dom(yj).1 Any remaining constraint
C ∈ C is a problem constraint (P-constraint), where var (C) ⊆ X. The Carte-
sian product of the domains of the P-vars is the problem space (P-space), and that
of the O-vars is the objective space (O-space). Solving a COP requires finding a
value for each variable from its domain so that all constraints are satisfied and the
objective z is maximized. As a convention, if the COP is unsatisfiable, z = −∞.
Minimization problems can be modeled and solved by maximizing an auxiliary
objective z′ = −z.
Figure 6.1 shows the pseudo-code of branch-and-bound search (bnb) for solv-
ing a COP. Usually in practice, the search (dfs at line 30) labels only the P-vars;
theO-vars are assigned indirectly by constraint propagation.2 Recall the Still-Life
problem in Chapter 4. During search, the super-cells (the P-vars) are assigned one
by one, while the densities (the O-vars) are fixed indirectly (the pattern of a super-
cell and the density form a many-to-one mapping). This labeling strategy can result
in a huge search space because of the weak propagation among the current lower
bound of the overall density (the objective), the local densities and the super-cells.
1In general, an O-constraint consists of at least one O-var and any number of P-vars.
2An O-constraint is functional from P-vars to O-var, so that the value of O-var is determined
when all P-vars are assigned, but often not vice versa.
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What if the densities are assigned before the super-cells? Provided that the con-
straints are tight and the constraint propagation is strong, we may indeed solve
the problem faster — the search can reach the optimal objective value faster in
the objective space, and by virtue of strong propagation it knows if the constraints
are unsatisfiable with little search in the problem space. In this chapter we study
this idea of exploring the O-space and the P-space simultaneously. In order to
obtain strong propagation, we can apply dual encoding [DP89] for COPs (see Sec-
tion 6.3). Note that dual encoding is the last step when we model a COP, and we
are still free to create and use ad hoc constraints (on sub-problems).
When the problem constraints of a COP are tight, the Russian Doll Search
(RDS) algorithm [VLS96] often computes tight bounds on the objectives of the
sub-problems, which drastically prune the search tree. In Section 6.4, we give a
new variant of RDS, called ords, which searches on the objective variables. It is
also more flexible than RDS as it can use dynamic variable ordering. The use of
ords can give further gains to search in the objective space.
Finally, we exemplify our approach with the super-cell [Smi02] and the super-
row [CY06a] models of the Still-Life problem. The results show that, for 10 ×
10, simply shifting the branch-and-bound search from the problem space to the
objective space reduces the search space 13.8 times. Applying ords in the objective
space reduces the search space 158 times. Using the super-row model, which has
an even smaller objective space, reduces the search space 2445.8 times. We can
go to the instance 16 × 16 with 11002 backtracks, which is the largest instance
solved by complete branch-and-bound search on a pure CP model. Our approach
can be easily applied to solve other optimization problems in CP systems such as
SICStus Prolog, Gecode, etc. The promise is that significant gains can be obtained
on optimization problems which happen to have a drastic size difference between



















Figure 6.2: The search time in seconds on the y-axis with domain size d ∈ {10, 50}
against the number of variables n. “O” means the O-vars Y and “P” means the P-
vars X.
6.1 Objective Space versus Problem Space
We begin with a motivating example. Let Q = (X ∪ Y ∪ {z},C) be a COP
with n O-constraints xi 6= xi+1 ⇐⇒ yi = 1; thus X = {x1, . . . , xn+1} and
Y = {y1, . . . , yn}. The P-vars in X have a domain {1, . . . , d} and the O-vars in
Y have a Boolean domain {0, 1}. The goal is to maximize z = y1 + · · · + yn.
In this example, finding the optimal value for z by branch-and-bound search
(bnb) in the O-space requires O(n) backtracks. One potential sequence of search
paths is
{(y1, 0), (y2, 0), . . . , (yn−1, 0), (yn, 0)}
{(y1, 0), (y2, 0), . . . , (yn−1, 0), (yn, 1)}
{(y1, 0), (y2, 0), . . . , (yn−1, 1), (yn, 1)}
· · ·
{(y1, 0), (y2, 1), . . . , (yn−1, 1), (yn, 1)}
{(y1, 1), (y2, 1), . . . , (yn−1, 1), (yn, 1)}
Since all constraints xi = xi+1 or xi 6= xi+1 form a chain-like structure, maintain-
ing GAC during search is enough to check the satisfiability of constraints [Fre82].
The number of backtracks in the P-space, however, is much larger and grows
quadratically. Figure 6.2 gives the search time (in seconds) for d = 10 and d = 50
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against various n in SICStus Prolog 3.12.7. The usual bnb in the P-space is much
worse here because many solutions are mapped to the same value — given any
value in dom(xi), there are d − 1 values in dom(xi+1) to make yi = 1. Hence,
the search is likely to visit similar regions that lead to the same objective value.
Conversely, the lower bounds generated during the branch-and-bound search are
ineffective for pruning as different combinations of 1’s among yj’s can satisfy the
bound condition, leaving too many choices for xi’s.
6.2 Related work
Sachenbacher and Williams made a similar observation on the relationship between
the O-space and the P-space. Their conflict-directed A* search [SW06] solves a
constraint optimization problem in two interleaving steps. Upon all the O-vars are
assigned using a traditional A* search [HNR68], a satisfiability (SAT) solver is
executed to solve the sub-problem on the P-vars, with respect to the current as-
signments of the O-vars. If a solution exists, the search terminates with an optimal
solution; otherwise, it backtracks and the A* search resumes. The two search pro-
cedures work separately — there is no propagation between the O-vars and the
P-vars.
The conflict-directed A* search is in fact an instance of the logic-based Ben-
ders decomposition [HO03], a general problem-solving method based on decom-
position. The idea is to decompose a combinatorial problem into a master problem
and one or more sub-problems. The choice is problem dependent and the decom-
position is fixed when the search begins. The search proceeds as follows: Once
the master problem is solved, we will check whether all the sub-problems are sat-
isfiable. If not, the unsatisfied sub-problems create and insert Benders cuts to the
master problem. A Benders cut is an implied constraint on the variables in the
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master problem, which prevents the master problem from reaching the same un-
satisfiable state in the future; a strong Benders cut may further reduce the search
space by removing some other unsatisfiable states. After the cut is inserted, we
solve the master problem again for a different solution. The iteration will con-
tinue until a (optimal) solution to the original problem is found or unsatisfiability
is proved. The success of Benders decomposition relies on strong Benders cuts,
whose identification requires a deep understanding of the actual problem and ex-
pertise in optimization algorithms.
In contrast to a rigid, problem dependent separation of the P-space and the
O-space, we simply give more freedom to the variable ordering heuristic, which
can now choose either a P-var or anO-var. Since this possibly enlarges the overall
search space (O-space+P-space), strong propagation among the objective func-
tion, the O-constraints and the P-constraints is crucial for our search strategy.
Hence, we inspect two methods that boost propagation: dual encoding [DP89]
(next section), which makes use of strong binary ad hoc constraints in the P-space;
and Russian Doll Search [VLS96] (Section 6.4), which discovers implied con-
straints in the O-space.
6.3 Dual Encoding of a COP
This section presents a procedure that transforms a COP into an equivalent COP
using dual encoding [DP89], as well as empirical results. Since enforcing arc con-
sistency (AC) on the dual model is strictly stronger than enforcing generalized arc
consistency (GAC) on the original model [SW99], a dual model will be more suit-
able when the search explores the O-space and the P-space simultaneously. The
next example demonstrates the whole procedure, and shows more pruning can in-
deed be achieved on the dual encoded COP.
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Example 6.1. Let Q be a COP with five P-vars X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} and
twoO-vars Y = {y1, y2}. Each P-var has a Boolean domain. The domain of y1 is
{1, 3} and the domain of y2 is {0, 2}. The objective function is z = y1 + y2. There
are four constraints:
C1(x1, x2, x3, y1)
rel
= {〈0, 0, 1, 1〉 , 〈0, 1, 0, 1〉 , 〈1, 0, 0, 1〉 , 〈1, 1, 1, 3〉},
C2(x2, x3, x4, y2)
rel
= {〈0, 0, 0, 2〉 , 〈0, 1, 1, 0〉 , 〈1, 0, 1, 0〉 , 〈1, 1, 0, 0〉},
C3(x1, x2, x4)
rel
= {〈0, 0, 0〉 , 〈0, 1, 1〉 , 〈1, 0, 1〉 , 〈1, 1, 0〉},
C4(x2, x4, x5)
rel
= {〈0, 0, 1〉 , 〈0, 1, 0〉 , 〈1, 0, 0〉 , 〈1, 1, 1〉}.
We transform Q into a new COP Q′ in three steps. First, we introduce a new
variable x′i for each constraint Ci. The domain of x′i is the set of solutions of Ci
projected on X (i.e., on the P-vars alone):
dom(x′1) = dom(x
′
4) = {〈0, 0, 1〉 , 〈0, 1, 0〉 , 〈1, 0, 0〉 , 〈1, 1, 1〉},
dom(x′2) = dom(x
′
3) = {〈0, 0, 0〉 , 〈0, 1, 1〉 , 〈1, 0, 1〉 , 〈1, 1, 0〉}.
If we map each tuple 〈i, j, k〉 to the integer 4i + 2j + k via binary encoding, the
domains of x′1 and x′4 become {1, 2, 4, 7} and the domains of x′2 and x′3 become
{0, 3, 5, 6}.
In the next step, for every Ci that has variables in both X and Y , we create a










= {〈0, 2〉 , 〈3, 0〉 , 〈5, 0〉 , 〈6, 0〉}.
Finally, for any pair Ci and Cj that have at least one common P-var, we make
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= {〈0, 1〉 , 〈3, 7〉 , 〈5, 2〉 , 〈6, 4〉}.
For instance, there is a constraint C ′34 because C3 and C4 share the P-vars x2
and x4. 〈0, 1〉 is a solution of C ′34(x′3, x′4) because it captures the constraint x2 =
0 ∧ x4 = 0 within the pair 〈0, 0, 0〉 and 〈0, 0, 1〉, the solutions of C3(x1, x2, x4)
and C4(x2, x4, x5) respectively.
In total,Q′ has fourP-vars x′1, x′2, x′3, x′4 and twoO-vars y1, y2. Also there are
six constraints C ′1, C ′2, C ′12, C ′13, C ′23, C ′34. The objective function is z = y1 + y2.
Enforcing (G)AC on Q′ gives more pruning than on the original Q. Let’s say
we assign z with 1. This forces the O-vars y1 and y2 to be 1 and 0 respectively.
Making the constraints inQ′ arc consistent, gives {(x′1, 2), (x′2, 5), (x′3, 3), (x′4, 7)}
without search. This corresponds to x1 = x3 = 0 and x2 = x4 = x5 = 1 in the
original problem. On the other hand, the same assignments on the O-vars trigger
no propagation in Q.
To describe dual encoding we need the following notations: Let θ be a set of
assignments, X a set of P-vars and y an O-var. Recall θ[y] = b if (y, b) ∈ θ,
and θ[X] = {(x, a) ∈ θ : x ∈ X}.3 Also, two sets of assignments θ and θ′ are
compatible iff for every (xi, a) ∈ θ and (xj , a′) ∈ θ′, i = j implies a = a′.
Definition 6.2 (Dual encoding of a COP). The dual encoding of a COP Q =
(X ∪Y ∪{z},C) is another COPQ′ = (X ′ ∪Y ∪{z},C′) constructed as follows:
3In the actual implementation, every θ[X] is mapped to a unique integer.
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• For every C ∈ C, if var (C) intersects X, there is a dual P-var x′ ∈ X ′
whose domain is {θ[X] : θ ∈ C}, a set of projected solutions of C , which
are later mapped to distinct integers.
• For every C(x1, . . . , xr, y) ∈ C, where x1, . . . , xr ∈ X and y ∈ Y , there is
a dual O-constraint C ′(x′, y) ∈ C′ such that 〈θ[X], θ[y]〉 is a solution of C ′
iff θ is a solution of C .
• For every Ci, Cj ∈ C, if var (Ci) ∩ var (Cj) ∩ X is non-empty, there is a
dual P-constraint C ′i,j(x′i, x′j) ∈ C′ such that 〈θi[X], θj [X]〉 is a solution of
C ′i,j iff θi ∈ Ci, θj ∈ Cj , and θi[X] and θj[X] are compatible.
Q′ is the dual model (of Q) and Q is the primal model (of Q′). Both Q and Q′
have the same O-vars Y and the same objective function. By construction, there is
a one-to-one mapping between the solutions of the two COPs.
Our transformation is only on the P-vars and the P-constraints; theO-vars and
the objective function are unchanged. This is because each O-constraint and the
objective function share exactly one O-var, and so dual encoding on them is not
useful.
6.3.1 Experimental Results
Our experiment comprises random COPs (pure optimization problems with no
P-constraint). In the problem 〈n, d,m, e, r, p〉, there are n P-vars with domain
{0, . . . , d−1}, mO-vars with domain {0, . . . , e−1}, and mO-constraints with ar-
ity r+1 (r P-vars and oneO-var). For each solution {(x1, a1), . . . , (xr, ar), (y, b)}
of an O-constraint, with probability p we randomly choose b ∈ {1, . . . , e − 1}, or
else (with probability 1 − p) we set b to zero. Thus for small p most assignments
to the P-vars map to the same objective value, making the problem difficult. Each
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benchmark contains 10 instances.
We used Gecode 2.1.1 on a MacBook with a 2 GHz Core 2 Duo and 1 GB
RAM. Enforcing GAC on the primal O-constraints is by mddc. For the dual
constraints, we implemented the arc consistency (AC) algorithm by Samaras and
Stergiou [SS05a], which exploits the piecewise functional nature of the dual con-
straints. During the depth-first branch-and-bound search, the variables are assigned
in a static order, and the largest value in the domain is always tried first. To be more
specific, when the primal model is used, the P-var that appears in most constraints
is selected first, i.e., only the P-space is searched. We call this strategy “primal/x.”
When the dual model is used, theO-space is explored before theP-space — theO-
var whose corresponding dual P-var appears in most constraints is assigned first;
after all O-vars are assigned, the dual P-vars are assigned in the same order. We
call this “dual/yx.”
Figure 6.3 plots the number of backtracks and the solving time by dual/yx
against primal/x, on 〈25, 5, {20, 21}, {2, 50}, 4, p〉, where p ranges from 0.01 to
0.04. Note that the size of the P-space is always 525 ≈ 3e17 while the size of
the O-space is between 220 ≈ 1e6 and 5021 ≈ 4.77e35. From the graph we
can see using dual/yx often results in 10 to 200 times less backtracks (and never
more) than primal/x, although the search space for dual/yx is bigger.4 This is
because dual encoding is suitable for sparse problems [SS05a] and exploring the
O-space is more preferred for small p, when theO-vars take the value zero for most
assignments of the P-vars. Figure 6.3b shows the improvement on solving time by
dual/yx is significant for instances which are hard for primal/x (the triangles to the
right of y = x; when a search on the P-vars takes > 10 seconds but on the O-vars
it takes < 10 seconds). Actually, when dual/yx is faster, it has 75.8 (median) times
less backtracks than primal/x; but when it is slower, the ratio is 13.1, and hence the
4An O-constraint is functional from P-vars to O-var, so that the value of O-var is determined
when all P-vars are assigned, but usually not vice versa.
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cost of the dual constraints outweighs the benefit. Overall, our results indicate the
search moves to the optimal value quickly, and during the traversal in the O-space,
the constraint propagation is strong enough to prune many unsatisfiable regions in
the P-space.
Finally, no instance were solved within 5 minutes when the P-space was ex-
plored with the dual model. This is because the domains of the dual P-vars are
large and the values are often mapped to the same value (zero, in the worst case) of
the O-var. This implies new variable and value ordering heuristics are necessary
for dual encoding to benefit from its strong propagation power.
6.4 Russian Doll Search on the Objective Space
For a large COP, say, whose objective function is z = y1+ · · ·+y1000, the propaga-
tion between the P-vars, the O-vars and the current lower bound of the objective z
is weak regardless the variable labeling order. Russian Doll Search (RDS) [VLS96]
is a search algorithm aiming at strengthening the propagation by means of implied
constraints: Given a COP with n P-vars x1, . . . , xn, RDS performs n successive
branch-and-bound searches (bnb’s) on the n sub-problems Q1, . . . ,Qn, where the
i-th sub-problem Qi involves the variables x1, . . . , xi. (During the n-th iteration,
the original problem is solved.) Once the optimal (maximal) value ubi of the ob-
jective zi of Qi is found, zi ≤ ubi will be inserted to the original problem as an
implied constraint.5 This is correct because, when more constraints are consid-
ered in a bigger sub-problem Qj , where j > i, zi can only take a value less than
ubi. Experimental results [VLS96] showed the upper bounds ub1, . . . , ubn may
drastically reduce the search space.
There are two potential pitfalls of the original RDS: decomposing a COP with
5In the original paper, the implied constraints are maintained in auxiliary data structure;







































(b) Solve time in seconds
Figure 6.3: Empirical results on dual/yx against primal/x.
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respect to P-vars may not be naturally compatible with the objective function; and
when there are much more P-vars than O-vars, which is common for COPs, many
iterations of bnb will be executed.
To this end, we propose ords, an extension of the RDS algorithm, which ex-
plores the O-space directly. Figure 6.4 shows the pseudo-code. Given a con-
straint optimization problem Q = (X ∪ Y ∪ {z},C) where X is the set of P-
vars and Y = {y1, . . . , ym} is the set of O-vars, ords maximizes the objective






is maximized by searching in theO-space spanned on Y ′ = {y1, . . . , yj} (line 31).
Assume the optimal value is ub. Since the value of zj can only be smaller when
more constraints are considered in later iterations (as well as in the original prob-
lem), ub serves as an upper bound on zj , namely zj ≤ ub. Unlike the original RDS
that uses additional book-keeping data structures to maintain these upper bounds,
ords has a simpler implementation by harnessing the underlying constraint solver




yj + zj−1 if 1 ≤ j ≤ m
0 otherwise
so that z = zm. The upper bound is enforced by adding a unary constraint zj ≤ ub
to the set of constraints C′ (line 32).6 The maximum value of the original objective
z is returned after the m-th iteration for zm (line 33).
Notice that all bounds on zj’s are “automatically” maintained by constraint
propagation. This makes ords very easy to implement and couple with the con-
6The same technique is also applied in [BL03] to implement RDS for a special type of weighted
CSPs.
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ords(X ∪ Y ∪ {z},C)
begin
C′ ← C ∪ {z0 = 0}
for j ← 1 to m do
C′ ← C′ ∪ {zj = yj + zj−1}
Y ′ ← {y1, . . . , yj}
/* bnb is the branch-and-bound search in Figure 6.1 */
ub← bnb(X ∪ Y ′ ∪ {zj},C′) /* assign the O-vars Y ′ first */31
C′ ← C′ ∪ {zj ≤ ub}32
return max (zm) /* the largest value in the domain of zm */33
end
Figure 6.4: Pseudo-code of ords.
straint solver tightly in a CP system. In addition, the requirement of a static variable
ordering by the original RDS algorithm is removed; the multi-way propagation
among the constraints ensures the bounds are correctly computed and checked un-
der arbitrary order of instantiations during search. This flexibility allows the use of
dynamic variable ordering heuristics.
6.5 A Case Study: The Still-Life Problem
The Still-Life problem [BT04] is a very hard constraint optimization problem be-
cause of its gigantic P-space — O(2n2) — where n is the instance size. We
will investigate two dual models with much smaller O-space: O(1.241n2) and
O((2n)n/3).
For completeness, we recap some definitions and notation of the n×n Still-Life
problem from Chapter 4. First of all, there is a Boolean variable xi,j for each cell at
(i, j), which is 1 iff the cell is alive. Let Ni,j = {xi±d,j±e : d, e ∈ {0, 1}∧d+e >
0} be the neighbors of xi,j . The birth and death conditions are captured by the
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super-cell constraint
SCi,j ≡ (xi,j = 1→
∑
u∈Ni,j





Extra constraints are added on every three adjacent cells along the border to forbid
all of them from being alive. Solving the Still-Life problem is to maximize the
number of living cells (density): z =∑1≤i,j≤n xi,j .
As we have seen, this simple model is very inefficient in terms of constraint
propagation during branch-and-bound search. Aiming at more propagation (in the
P-space), the currently best CP models employ dual encoding [Smi02] or high
arity ad hoc constraints (Chapter 4); nonetheless, instances larger than 12×12 still
cannot be solved within hours or even days. In the following, we will adapt the two
models to effectively explore the O-space. Together with ords, we can now solve
12×12 in 3 seconds and up to 16×16 in 4 hours, which could only be solved with
bucket elimination [LMN05].
6.5.1 The super-cell model
This model is basically identical to the one in [Smi02]. The nine Boolean variables
in a super-cell at (i, j) are replaced by a single dual P-var sci,j ,7 called a super-cell
variable, whose initial domain ranges from 0 to 511. We are going to tighten the
domain to the actual configurations in a super-cell. There is a new constraint8
MAPi,j ≡
( sci,j = xi−1,j−1 + 2xi−1,j + 4xi−1,j+1 + 8xi,j−1 + 16xi,j+
32xi,j+1 + 64xi+1,j−1 + 128xi+1,j + 256xi+1,j+1
)
7Note that sci,j corresponds to the auxiliary variable yi,j introduced in Section 4.2.2, Chapter 4.
We changed the notation since “y” is reserved for an O-var in this chapter.
8We include subscripts for all constraints so that we can refer to them without their scopes. In the
actual implementation, we just need to define the constraints once and instantiate them with different
variables.
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that maps between the variables using binary encoding. We call the n2/9 disjoint
super-cells that partition the board partitioning super-cells.
To get rid of the Boolean variables, we associate one O-var yi,j to each parti-
tioning super-cell via the constraint




so that the density of the board can be calculated. To connect yi,j and sci,j , we use
the dual O-constraint
OBJi,j(yi,j, sci,j) ≡ ∃x∈S(DENi,j ∧MAPij)
where S = var(SCi,j), the cells in the super-cell at (i, j).
Finally, we need two dual P-constraints to link up the super-cells. For the
horizontally adjacent super-cells at (i, j) and (i, j + 1), we have
HORi,j(sci,j, sci,j+1) ≡ ∃x∈S(MAPi,j ∧ SCi,j ∧ SCi,j+1 ∧MAPi,j+1)
where S = var(SCi,j) ∪ var (SCi,j+1). Similarly,
V ERi,j(sci,j , sci+1,j) ≡ ∃x∈S(MAPi,j ∧ SCi,j ∧ SCi+1,j ∧MAPi+1,j)
is defined for the vertically adjacent super-cells at (i, j) and (i+ 1, j), where S =
var(SCi,j) ∪ var (SCi+1,j).
To summarize, this model has n2 super-cell variables sci,j’s. Any two adjacent
super-cells are constrained by either HORi,j or V ERi,j (see Figure 6.5a). The
border constraints are integrated into the relevant super-cells by deleting the infea-
sible values from their domain. The density z of the board is linked to the O-vars







SRi (as a set variable)
BIGi
(b) Super-row model
Figure 6.5: Dual P-vars and dual P-constraints in the two models of (9× 9) Still-
Life.





where the O-constraint OBJ3d−1,3e−1 connects y3d−1,3e−1 and sc3d−1,3e−1. Note
that DENi,j , MAPi,j , and the Boolean variables xi,j’s are used during construc-
tion only; they are not in the final model.
The Still-Life problem has several symmetries, say, the board can be flipped
horizontally, vertically or diagonally [PSYS04]. Although breaking these symme-
tries are crucial to reduce the search space, adding symmetries breaking constraints
are more problematic when all the original Boolean variables are removed; all such
constraints have to be posted on theO-vars. This may possibly change the “shape”
of the symmetry breaking constraints. For example, the rotational symmetry, pre-
viously defined on the patterns of the whole board, becomes the permutations of
the local densities among super-cells. Although some (weak) symmetries such as
“the upper half of the board has less than or equal number of living cells as the
lower half” can be easily handled, some stronger symmetries cannot be expressed
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this way, because of the padded dead cells at the boundaries of the board. For in-
stance, when n = 8, one row (column) of dead cells are padded on the top (right)
of the board. This vertical symmetry cannot be broken by adding a constraint on
the O-vars. In our implementation, only one more symmetry, the diagonal one, is
removed with the global constraint lex chain [FHK+02].
Before we move on to the next model, we address an efficiency issue specific
to the super-cell variables: the naive domain {0, . . . , 511} is correct but inefficient,
because many values are incompatible with the adjacent super-cells and are re-
moved immediately when the constraints are posted. In fact, only 259 patterns are
valid for an inner super-cell [Smi02]. This leaves many gaps between 0 and 511.
For a constraint solver such as SICStus Prolog, which represents a variable domain
as a list of ranges, many gaps lead to time-consuming traversals of the domain
during propagation. We tackle this problem by a bootstrapping approach: all valid
patterns of a super-cell are generated in the presence of its neighbors; these patterns
are then mapped to an integer between 1 and 259; all constraints (e.g., HORi,j)
are finally constructed using this mapping. This method significantly reduces the
amount of gaps and reduces the search time approximately by half.
Finally, we calculate the sizes of the P-space and the O-space9 of this model.
As every super-cell (P-var) contains at most 259 patterns and there are n2/9 par-
titioning super-cells, the size of the P-space is O(259n2/9) = O(1.854n2). The
size of theO-space is O(7n2/9) = O(1.241n2) as the density of a super-cell ranges
from 0 to 6.
6.5.2 The super-row model
The super-cell O-space is much smaller than the super-cell P-space; however, their
size are still of the same order of magnitude. Trading space for time, we consider
9To distinguish various P-spaces and O-spaces among models, we may use the model name as a
prefix, e.g., super-cell P-space.
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another model which brings the exponent down from n2 to n.
The model is very similar to the one given in Chapter 4, except we focus on the
O-space. The building block of this model is a list of super-cells called a super-





Since it contains 3×n variables, a dual model using binary encoding is impractical
— it means constructing variables with domains from 0 to 8n−1. Instead, we view
SRi as a set variable10 whose domain comprises all feasible patterns of a super-row
(together with the border constraints). In other words, every θ ∈ SRi is a set of
living cells, and xi,j ∈ θ iff the cell at (i, j) is alive. In this way, we can represent it
compactly using a BDD and use the BDD-based set domain propagation algorithm
[HLS05].
We divide the board into n/3 disjoint partitioning super-rows, and create an
O-var yi for each of them. The variables are connected with the dual O-constraint
CARDi(yi, SRi):
k ∈ dom(yi) ⇐⇒ {θ ∈ SRi : |θ| = k} 6= ∅
where the operator | · | returns the cardinality of a set. As a result, the density z of
the board is given by the constraint z = y2 + y5 + y8 + · · · + yn−1.
If anO-var yi is assigned, the domain of theO-var yi+3 (of the next partitioning
super-row) is re-computed using
BIGi ≡ ∃x∈var(SRi)(CARDi ∧ SRi+1 ∧ SRi+2 ∧ CARDi+3).
10We will freely switch between the set and the logical representations, whichever provides a
more natural explanation. Also, we overload SRi for both a super-row constraint and its dual P-var
correspondent.
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The model is depicted in Figure 6.5b.
The size of the super-row O-space is O((2n)n/3) due to the fact that every
super-cell has at most 6 living cells, each super-row has n/3 partitioning super-
cells and there are n/3 partitioning super-rows.
We did not implement symmetry breaking for this model as we are not aware
of any algorithm that works on BDDs.
6.5.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we empirically evaluate the effectiveness of bnb in theO-space ver-
sus P-space, and compare ords versus bnb. We implemented the super-cell model
in SICStus Prolog 3.12.7.11 The super-row model was implemented in C++;12 the
BDD package BuDDy 2.413 was used to manipulate BDDs. We give the total num-
ber of backtracks (bts) and the overall search time for each Still-Life instance n.
The column “opt” shows the maximum densities. When the super-row model is
tested, the column “init” gives the time for creating the BDDs. Time is measured
in seconds. The time limit is one hour.
In our setting, bnb uses a static variable ordering in which the board is instan-
tiated top-down, left-to-right or right-to-left (on alternating super-rows); ords iter-
ates over the sub-problems in reversed order, namely right-to-left or left-to-right,
bottom-up. Although ords can use dynamic ordering, we applied static ordering
because it gives better results on the Still-Life problem. The values in a domain is
enumerated in descending order.
Table 6.1 gives the results on the super-cell model when the search is done
on the partitioning super-cell variables (i.e., the super-cell P-space). Due to the
functional nature of OBJi,j — once the pattern is fixed — ords can still be used.
11On a PC with a 2.6GHz P4 and 1 GB RAM.
12On a MacBook with a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo and 1 GB RAM.
13http://sourceforge.net/projects/buddy
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ords bnb
n opt time bts time bts
6 18 0.11 16 0.09 48
7 28 0.72 57 0.66 74
8 36 2.73 370 3.94 402
9 43 11.22 1950 59.89 9141
10 54 465.92 70530 3418.38 381543
Table 6.1: Results on super-cell model: P-vars.
Hence, the only change to the source code is to make the super-cell variables the
search variables.
As expected, ords significantly outperforms bnb. When n = 10, ords has 4.4
times less backtracks and is 6.3 times faster. However, neither ords nor bnb can
solve the instance n = 11 within 60 minutes.
The propagation speed is slow. When n = 10, on average ords and bnb re-
spectively backtrack just 151 and 112 times per second. We conjecture the runtime
performance will improve if the specialized algorithm [SS05a] for dual encoded
constraints is used. Currently, we used case for HORi,j and V ERi,j , and the
built-in constraint element for OBJi,j , which is functional.
Using the same super-cell model, Table 6.2 shows that bnb in the O-space
(rather than in the P-space) cuts 93% backtracks and 86% runtime for n = 10;
ords can now solve instances up to n = 12 in 8 minutes. In Chapter 4, it was
solved in almost 8 hours, with 33 millions backtracks in the super-cell P-space.
Since this super-cell model is identical to the one in [Smi02], the speedup comes
from the drastic size difference between the O-space and the P-space. This claim
is also justified by our statistics (not shown) that, upon fixing all O-vars, ords and
bnb can assign the super-cell variables without backtracking (except for n = 12,
ords has 1 extra backtrack), i.e., only the O-space is explicitly searched.
Another observation is that, when a super-cell (with at most 6 living cells)
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ords bnb
n opt time bts time bts
6 18 0.11 12 0.03 6
7 28 0.62 14 0.52 39
8 36 1.02 32 1.67 95
9 43 2.51 117 4.69 268
10 54 43.28 2410 472.30 27554
11 64 302.52 12181 time out
12 76 471.17 21971
Table 6.2: Results on super-cell model: O-vars.
is added between two consecutive iterations t and t + 1 of ords, very often the
difference of the maximum densities of the corresponding sub-problems is 5, i.e.,
ubt+1 = ubt+5. This indicates even slightly improved bounds on the sub-problems
may induce significant pruning in subsequent searches.
Finally, we present the results on the super-row model in Table 6.3. Due to the
small super-row O-space, even bnb alone can solve the instance n = 13 in around
5 minutes. ords finds the maximum density for n = 16 in 245 minutes with merely
11002 backtracks. To the best our knowledge, this is the largest instance solved by
a complete branch-and-bound search on a pure CP model. Indeed, our answer is
the only witness to the maximum density reported by [LMN05].
6.6 Summary and Future Work
Constraint optimization problems are commonly solved by a branch-and-bound
search on the problem variables. The (auxiliary) objective variables are present to
connect the problem variables to the global objective. We showed this formulation
could lead to repeated or fruitless search efforts. We explained that dual encod-
ing allows us to maximize the objective by directly traversing the objective space,
potentially without any search on the problem variables. We illustrated how this
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ords bnb
n opt init time bts time bts
6 18 0.01 0.00 4 0.00 4
7 28 0.04 0.00 7 0.01 10
8 36 0.08 0.01 29 0.00 30
9 43 0.12 0.03 65 0.04 76
10 54 0.16 0.08 156 0.08 188
11 64 0.22 0.56 385 0.95 442
12 76 0.28 2.33 336 15.03 564
13 90 0.36 18.06 1708 257.41 2990
14 104 0.44 177.24 2789 time out
15 119 0.53 1635.87 3030
16 136 0.78 14708.90 11002
Table 6.3: Results on super-row model: O-vars.
can reduce the search space significantly. Then, we described a specialized RDS
algorithm, ords, which further reduces the size of the objective space. We gave
a more simple and flexible (dynamic variable ordering is allowed in ords, but not
in the original RDS) implementation based on constraints. We demonstrated the
power of our new approach with the Still-Life problem. We are the first to confirm
empirically the maximum density for n = 16, which was found by Larrosa et al.
[LMN05] using bucket elimination. Still it is currently the best result obtainable
using complete branch-and-bound search on a pure CP model. We plan to test
our approach on more benchmarks and to develop a (dynamic) variable ordering
heuristic that explores the O-space and the P-space more effectively.
Chapter 7
Summary
Representing an ad hoc constraint needs exponential space and enforcing GAC on
it requires exponential time in the worst case. Nevertheless, as we have seen, ad
hoc constraints are a practical and invaluable tool in constraint programming. The
key of success is
compression + transformation + approximation + search strategy.
In Chapter 3, we compressed a table constraint into an MDD constraint, which
is up to exponentially smaller. We then presented mddc, an MDD-based GAC
algorithm that runs up to exponentially faster than cutting-edge table-based algo-
rithms [GJMN07, LS06, LR05].
In Chapter 4, we transformed logical constraints into MDD constraints dur-
ing model building phase, aiming at strong constraint propagation during search.
By means of symbolic manipulation, large MDDs are incrementally built from
smaller MDDs (no table is produced). The flexibility, efficiency and scalability
of our modeling methodology were demonstrated via our new (super-row) models
on Still-Life, which outperform other CP models [BT04, PSYS04, Smi02] in the
literature.
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Not every logical constraint can be converted into an exact MDD of reason-
able size. Therefore, in Chapter 5, we introduced constrained decision diagrams
(CDDs), which combine the compactness of MDD and the expressiveness of con-
straint. We illustrated how to approximate an MDD constraint with a CDD (trade
accuracy for space), which subsequently serves as an implied constraint that trig-
gers extra propagation during search.
In Chapter 6, we completed the whole picture with a new search strategy for
constraint optimization problems (COPs). To make it work, we adapted dual en-
coding [DP89] to COPs and developed a new search procedure (ords) based on
Russian Doll Search [VLS96]. Applying dual encoding to our super-row model
(Chapter 4), ords can solve the 16 × 16 Still-Life problem, by far the largest in-
stance being solved using complete branch-and-bound search on a pure CP model.
The use of MDDs in constraint programming is relatively recent, so it is natural
to expect new applications and advances in the coming years. My current research
includes MDD-based solver architecture, consistency algorithms, modeling tech-
niques and search heuristics. I am also interested in applying CDDs to areas such
as constraint-based software verification and satisfiability modulo theories (SMT)
[NOT06].
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